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6Women’s creativity since the Modern Movement - MoMoWo is a  large-scaleàcooperationàprojectàco-inancedàbyàtheàEuropeanàUnionŨsà
Creative Culture Programme under the Culture Sub-Programme (Education, 
Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency - EACEA). It is a four-year non- 
proitàprojectàthatàbeganàonàò0thàOctoberàò0ñ4.
The project considers an issue of contemporary cultural, social and  
economic importance from a European and interdisciplinary perspective 
namely women’s achievements in the design professions. These 
achievementsàareàinàieldsàincludingàarchitectureëàcivilàengineeringëàurbanà
planning, landscape design, interior design, furniture and furnishing design 
some of which are still perceived as traditionally male professions. 
TheàprojectàworksàtowardsàtheàharmoniousàdevelopmentàofàEuropeanà 
society by removing disparities and increasing gender equality both in  
theàworkplaceàandàbeyond.àMoMoWoàaimsàtoàrevealàandàpromoteàtheà




generations of women professionals to give strength to future generations  
of creative women.
ThisàprojectëàorganisedàforàtheàirstàtimeàonàaàEuropeanàscaleëàwasà 
conceived to be interdisciplinary and is intended to give a new impetus 
to broaden studies in Europe and beyond. Besides the Project Leader, 
Politecnico di Torino - POLITO, MoMoWo has six co-organisers from 
universities and research centres in France, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, 
SloveniaàandàSpain.àTheàco-organisersŨàieldsàofàinterestàareàcomplementaryà 
to each other. 
The research teams are made up of architects, civil engineers, designers,  
art historians, historians of architecture, design historians, technologists, 
political scientists and economists from six different countries. They are 
specialised in: gender studies, Modern Movement history and technology, 
culturalàheritageëàculturalàtourismàandàmarketing.àThisàmixàofàknowledgeàandà 
skillsàisàessentialàinàorderàtoàconsideràMoMoWoàasàaàmultidisciplinaryàprojectëà
thus providing European added value and fostering the protection and 
promotion of European cultural diversity. 
EmiliaàGarda, Project Leader
WhyàtheàMoMoWoàproject?
The project originated from a number of under reported issues. The contemporary history of women’s creativity and the tangible cultural 
heritageàproducedàbyàwomenŨsàworksàisàstillàmostlyàunknownàtodayëànotàonlyà 
by the general public, but also by students, scholars and professionals. 
Through experience gained during research and teaching it has been noticed 
that, except for a few monographs or female gender anthologies, women’s 
worksàareànotàhighlightedàinàtextàbooksàonàtheàHistoryàofàArchitectureëàHistoryà
7of Building Technologies and Engineering, Urban History and Design History. 
Furthermore, buildings designed by women are rarely included in tourist or 
architecturalàguidebooksàofàmajoràEuropeanàcities.àOnlyàaàfewàŧarchistarŨ©à
women are represented by the History of Contemporary Architecture,  
although a considerable number of women architects appears in prestigious 
specialised magazines. Conversely, in 20th century history many women 
designersàinàtheàtextilesëàfashionëàjewelleryàandàceramicsàieldsàhaveàmadeàaà
name for themselves and their talent has been fully recognised. 
Throughàtheàprojectàweàwouldàlikeàtoàansweràquestionsàthatàhaveàbeenàraisedà
in Europe since the Twenties and that are still of great relevance today. 
Is there a professional space for European women in traditionally male 
professions? What can be learned from European women pioneers so as 
to improve women's current professional achievements in architecture, civil 
engineering and design?
The project intends to bridge the gap between past and future generations 
in order to increase the awareness of capabilities of the female gender 
and contribute to women’s liberation from professional prejudices and 
clichés. This is why from the outset of the project proposal, engaging a 
broaderàpublicàwithàworksàcreatedàbyàwomenàhasàbeenàaàpriorityàinàorderàtoà
engenderànewàperceptionsàofàprofessionsàandànewànarrativesàinàtheàieldsàofà
architecture, civil engineering and design.
The ambition of this cultural project goes beyond the mere cliché that 




equal opportunities theme, in both the past and present.
The project’s major research activity consists of a database of women 
architects, civil engineers and designers active in their profession in Europe, 




aim to collect materials to enrich the database and to share and debate the 
design experiences of European women. 
TwoàinternationalàcompetitionsëàtheàirstàforàtheàdesignàofàMoMoWoàvisualà
identity and the second, for a photography reportage on women architects’ 
own homes were conceived to transform audiences from passive receivers 
into creators and active users of cultural contents. 
Annual open days held in professional women’s studios celebrate 





Last, but not least, the MoMoWo website is both a repository of research 
productsàandàexperiencesàandàtheiràdisseminationàtools.àThereforeëàtoàindà
out more about the project and its activities visit: wwwímomowoíeu
CaterinaàFranchini, Assistant Project Leader
8In many places, tourism is extremely important for the growth of the local economy. The valorisation of the territory in tourism terms is increasingly 
linkedàtoàinterventionsàtoàidentifyàinnovativeàtoolsàaimedàatàbestàcombiningà
the expectations of visitors with the welcome of the locals. It is above all 
thanksàtoàthisàcrossroadsàofàsupplyàandàdemandàthatàtourismàcanàbeàaàfontà
of economic growth on one hand, and tourist satisfaction on the other.
The question that arises is no longer that of counting arrivals and stays 
(hardware) but rather on the culture of hospitality, the training of operators 
(software) and the integration with policies regarding disabled access, the 
environment, urban planning, and culture or architecture - as is the case here.
For this reason, tourism is studied with a more integrated approach, one 
that characterises a reading of the territory by SiTI. 
Thisàapproachàisàthenàjoinedàbyàtheàparticipationàofàstakeholdersàandàtheà
use of innovative technology which allow us to analyse and reorganise 
tourism by monitoring the flow and behaviour of tourists (for example) - a 
preliminary analysis for the formulation of any tourism policy. 
For many regional economies, the tourist industry today is a new 
development model able to sustain - both directly and indirectly - those 
territories that over the years have experienced a slump in their economic 
situation. The expansion of the service industry has proven to be a 
good chance for regions to start to come out of the economic crisis, 
especially where the local economy was founded on models of industrial 
monoculture. 
The Italian Ministry of Cultural Property and Activities and Tourism has 
deinedàtourismàasàūtheàmostàimportantàeconomicàministryŬ.àAàquickëàbutà
important example: what does valorising culture mean? In November 2012 
(two years before the centenary), France opened the National Museum 
ofàtheàGreatàWaràinàMeauxëàandàlaunchedàitàwithàtheàFacebookàñ9ñ4àpageà
which told the story of a young engaged couple who had been separated 
by the conflict. Again in France, every year, more than six million visitors 
buyàaàticketàtoàgoàandàseeàtheàlocationsàofàtheàwarëàandàspendàonàaverageà
6 € if they are passing through, but 88 € if they are tourists staying in the 
area.àThisàisàwhatà'valorising'àmeansà-àoràratherà'makingàtouristic'.àà
ČnàČtalyàitàisàestimatedàthatàculturalàtourismàgeneratesàaàtotalàofà€à9ëóàbillionëà
60% of which is generated by foreign tourists. To give an idea of how much 




and events, half of which is sustained by foreign visitors. Once again, by 
applying the sectorial multipliers, the added value reaches € 8,1 billion and 
òò4ë000àjobsàareàgenerated.à
9The various evaluations, though schematic, substantially show two things: 
thatàcultureàisà'worth'àapproximatelyà€àñ0àbillionàinàtourismàçaroundàò4äàofà
the national total) and € 7 billion in added value; and this area of tourism 
'employs' around 200,000 people, a quarter of the sector. But, above all, 
they tell us that tourists sustain most of the direct expenses incurred by 
culture and its induced activity. 
It may perhaps seem sacrilegious and materialistic to treat cultural 
property and events as a factor in the production of income and 
employment: valorising does not only mean digging, recovering, renovating, 
listing, archiving and protecting. These are all preconditions: sacred, 
maybeëàbutàneverthelessànotàtheàbeàallàandàendàall.àČnàanàidealàinancialà
statement they represent an equal number of costs, against which we 
mustàstartàtoàconsideràandàincreaseàtheànumberàofàsourcesàofàproit.àNotà
onlyàticketsàandàbooksëàbutàincreasinglyàalsoàtransportëàcateringëàshoppingà
and accommodation. In a word: tourist spin-offs. 
This is why a guide on female architecture includes tourist facilities and 
itineraries. 
Čtàwouldàbeàaàgoodàideaàtoàworkàonàtheàproduct/serviceàratio:àifàtheàpublicà
is global and diverse, our offer cannot be a standard one but also varied, 
which in fact is what is required by the Creative Europe Programme call for 
proposals:àmakingàtheàitinerariesàinàvariousàcountriesàaccessibleàtoàaàwideà
range of targets (not only 'professional' tourists). 
Furthermore, this guide is structured to allow tourists to use it for longer 
stays - not just racing through. By highlighting accommodation, tourists 
willàbeàableàtoàmakeàtheiràownà'package'àholidayàinàorderàtoàgenerateàmoreà




contribution to the creation of European tangible cultural heritage of the last 
two centuries. It encourages visitors into a personal dialogue with European 
cities and countries along the most varied and even unusual itineraries.
This publication is the result of MoMoWo’s cultural-tourist itineraries 
creationàasàwellàasàbeingàtheàirstàarchitectural-designàguideàdevotedà
speciicallyàtoàwomenŨsàworksàinàEurope.àČtàaimsàtoàraiseàawarenessàandàtoà
provide the information about the accessibility to sites, buildings and design 
worksàcreatedàbyàwomenàworkingàaloneëàinàpairsàoràinàaàteam.àAccordingàtoà
theàaimàofàtheàMoMoWoàprojectëàtheàguidebookàmainlyàaddressesàaàbroaderà
audience, tourists and local visitors, families and young people. Given its 
innovativeàtopicëàitàcanàalsoàbeàaàusefulàsourceàofàknowledgeàforàstudentsà
and scholars, professional architects and designers. 
This free publication is available to everyone including local authorities and 
tourist organisations as a way to promote cultural tourism in their areas. 
Its digital version can be downloaded from the MoMoWo website and for 
someàselectedàarchitecturalàworksàanàaugmentedàrealityàexperienceàinàsituà
willàbeàoffered.àThereforeëàtheàguidebookàisàanàinteractiveàtoolàintendedàtoà
transform the visitor from a passive receiver into an active user of cultural 
contents.
The itineraries presented here focus on four cities - Barcelona, Lisbon, 
Paris and Turin - as well as on two countries - the Netherlands and 
Slovenia. They are representative of the MoMoWo partnership and 
evocative of cultural, geographic and landscape varieties across Europe.
Enjoying a strategic position on the Mediterranean Sea, Barcelona had 
an important commercial and industrial past, but nowadays it is one of 
the main international tourist destinations in the Mediterranean. Europe’s 
westernmost capital city, Lisbon is historically the place of exchange 
between European and non-European cultures. Paris is the European 
capital of cultural-tourism par-excellence, while Turin - at the foot of the 
Alps - epitomises the successful conversion from an industrial city to a 
city of culture. The Netherlands and Slovenia, both historically intercultural 
countries, are quite similar in size, despite having two totally different 
landscapes - flatlands and mountains.
Travelling does not help us much 
in understanding […] but it does serve to 
reactivate our eyes for a second.
(Italo Calvino, Collezione di Sabbiaëàñ984è
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Thisàbookàofàitinerariesàwasàconceivedàtoàbecomeàaàpilotànon-exhaustiveà
cultural product since its format can be extended to other cities and 
countries beyond the MoMoWo partnership. It is an innovative cultural 
product for several reasons. Firstly, its topic is new because it is focused 
on female gender. Secondly, it is not only a guide about architecture 
oràdesignëàasàitàconsidersàtheseàtwoàieldsàmergedàtogetheràinàtheà
manifestation of the project’s process.  Thirdly, it combines cultural and 





The eighteen itineraries published here showcase different types ofàurbanàandànon-urbanàworksëàsitesàandàbuildingsëàcreatedàbyà
womenàinàtheàtwentiethàandàtwenty-irstàcenturies.àTheàselectionàofà
worksàwasàundertakenàtoàofferàaàwideàvarietyàofàbuildingàtypesàsuchàasà
residential and industrial buildings and complexes, educational, religious, 
commercial and transport buildings, power stations, medical and care 
centresëàcinemasëàtheatresëàmuseumsëàoficesàandàbanksëàsportsàhallsà
and stadiums, playgrounds and gardens. The selection includes ex-novo 
buildings or reuse of pre-existing buildings, refurbishments and restoration 
worksëàextensionsàofàbuildingsëàurbanàdesignëàgardenàdesignëàlandscapeà
architecture as well as interior design. The Paris itineraries presents 
furniture and furnishings designed by women which are housed in the 
renowned Musée des Arts Décoratif.
Oneàcriterionàforàselectingàtheàworksàofàeachàitineraryàwasàtheiràproximityà
to each other, in order to allow visitors to enjoy the trails mainly by foot, 
bikeàoràpublicàtransport.àAnotheràimportantàcriterionàofàselectionàwasà
accessibilityàtoàtheàworksàoràatàleastàtheiràfaȊadesàandàexterioràspaces.à
This last criterion inevitably led to the exclusion of many private interiors 
even though they are note-worthy in contemporary architecture or 
representàsigniicantàstepsàforàtheàauthorŨsàcareer.à




was based on a close examination of European prizes and awards such as 
EU Mies van der Rohe Award, EU Prize for Contemporary Architecture, EU 
Prize for Housing and Leading European Architects Forum - LEAF Award. 
Takenàintoàcloseàconsiderationàwereàprizesàandàawardsàgivenàbyàprestigiousà
institutions such as Biennale di Venezia, Triennale di Milano, Musée des Arts 
Décoratifs – Paris, International Union of Architects (Benedictus Award). 
Whereas national awards included Spain’s Architecture Prize of the Higher 
Council of Architects, France’s l’Equerre d’Argent Prize, Slovenian’s three 
awardsàPleȬnikàAwardëàGoldenàPencilàAwardàandàFranceàPreɶerenàAwardàforà
Architecture and lastly the Germany’s Designer’s Association Iconic Award. 
LocalàprizesàwereàalsoàtakenàintoàaccountàincludingàFundaciȕàPrincesaà
de Girona Arts i Lletres - FPdGi Prize,  Barcelona Foment de les Arts i del 
Disseny - FAD Awards; Portugal Leading Design Hotel Prize; Architetture 
Rivelate Prize (Turin); Golden Amsterdam Architecture Prize. Prizes given 
to architects included Royal Institute of British Architects - RIBA Stirling 
Prize, accVision prize-Women and Architecture and Prix Femme Architecte 
12
awarded by the Association pour la Recherche sur la Ville e l’Habitat - 
ARVHA.
Theàcontentsàofàthisàbookàareàtheàresultsàofàacademicàresearchàthatà
was based on archives and bibliographic sources such as anthologies, 
almanacs, specialised magazines and technical journals. Investigations 




through the active involvement of women architects and designers in 
suggestingàworksàtoàbeàpublished.àThisàapproachàwasàtestedàinàTurinà
foràtheàirstàMoMoWoàpublicàpresentationàatàtheàFestival Architettura in 
Città 2015. On that occasion, a call was launched by the architects and 
engineersŨàassociationsàinàorderàtoàreceiveàworkàfromàwomenàprofessionalsà
toàbeàpresentedàtoàtheàpublic.àThatàcallàaskedàforàtheàauthorŨsàfavouriteàandà





journey across buildings and interiors designed by women in Turin. The 
designers who participated in these events have become MoMoWo’s 
irstàŧambassadorsŨ.àThisàŧup-streamŨàinvolvementàofàaàspeciicàaudienceà
contributed to raising awareness of belonging to a European cultural 
communityàandàwasàtheàirstàstepàtoàsettingàupàaànetworkàsupportingàtheà
sustainability of the MoMoWo project.
Apartàfromàitsàintroductionsëàthisàbookàisàmadeàupàofàthreeàitinerariesà
presented in each geographical section (city or country). Each itinerary 
is preceded by a description of the urban historical context and its 
transformations. All geographical sections are completed by a short 
biographical article about one or more women pioneers with the exception 
of Barcelona. The reasons of the absence of Spanish pioneers are well 





address. In the list of authors, women’s names are written in bold type 
and the members of a studio follow the studio’s name, while for brevity, 
professional titles are not mentioned. 
The texts are easily understandable by non-specialists. In most cases, 
whereàpossibleëàarchitecturalàworksàareàdescribedàinàtheiràspeciicàurbanà
context, as we consider History of Architecture part of Urban History. At 
theàendàofàtheàbookàareàtheàindexàofàwomenàarchitectsàandàdesignersàandà
a bibliography. Titles listed in this bibliography do not include a complete 
repertoire of references or sources as they are considered useful to the 
reader as a base for further personal study.
The MoMoWo partnership is grateful to all authors, the architects, the 
designers and their studios, and professional and non-professional 





























































































































This student hall of residence is located in the Born Square 
area of Barcelona. The project 
was carried out by the architects 
Mercè Zazurca and César Sánchez 
Medrano who aimed to optimise 
and increase the historical value of 
the existing and adjoining buildings. 
The volumetric of the building 
follows the traces and design of the 
old quarter, setting the height and 
interior spaces. The new residence 
has separated various functions 
by area, with accommodation on 
the top floor and activities and 
leisure areas on the ground floor. 
The ground floor includes the 
Aula Magna and the Museum of 
ChocolateàçlinkedàtoàBarcelonaŨsà
Association of Pastry Chefs, who 
promoted its foundation), which 
can be found in the courtyard 
connecting the two cloisters of the 
old Saint Augustine convent. As 
for the entrance, a planted gallery-
faȊadeàinàtheàinneràcourtyardàwasà
designed to guarantee continuity 
between construction stages as well 
as provide some shade. The use of 
steel materials in the interior and 
exterior parts of the building – the 
gallery and the carpentry - supplies a 

































Theàmarketàwasàbuiltàinàtheàmid- 19th century in the area of the  
old convent of Saint Catherine, which  
had been demolished following 
Mendizábal’s  ecclesiastical 
coniscations.àTheàremainsàofàtheàoldà
convent, which were found during 
theàrestorationàworksàcarriedàoutàbyà
Tagliabue and Miralles, can be seen  
inàtheàsubflooràofàtheàmarketàasàpartà 
of the MUHBA - Museu d’Història  
de Barcelona (the Barcelona History 
Museum). It is worth mentioning 
thatàthisàisàtheàoldestàroofedàmarketà
in the city and its refurbishment was 
partàofàtheàworksàtoàrestoreàtheàoldà
quarter of Barcelona. Benedetta 
TagliabueàçMilanëàñ9öóèàandàEnricà
Miralles (Barcelona, 1955) introduced 
a colourful roof which was inspired 
by the 'trencadís' of Antonio Gaudí, 
whoàusedàbrokenàshardsàofàtiles.àTheà
mosaic of the roof was designed 
by Toni Comella as a metaphor of 
a sea coloured by the idea of fruit 
and vegetables. The new roof, which 
covers the original structure, is based 
on a set of irregular wooden vaults 
and big arches supported by steel 
beams that seem to be floating over 
the building. Tagliabue was awarded 
the prestigious RIBA (Royal Institute 
of British Architects) Stirling Prize for 
Best Building in 2005 by the Scottish 
Parliament and in 2010 she received  
the RIBA’s International Fellowships. 
Other examples of Benedetta 
TagliabueŨsàworkàinàBarcelonaàincludeà
theàParkàDiagonalàMaràçò00òèàandàtheà




































The Botiga del Claustre is a uniqueàlittleàbookshopàfoundàinà
the cloister of the Gothic Cathedral 
of Barcelona, which has roots 
in the Paleo-Christian style, with 
Romanicàinterventions.àČnàñò98ëàinalà
constructionàworkàbeganëàinishingà
at the beginning of the 15th century 
whenàtheàfaȊadeàwasàclosed.à
The selection of items includes 
religious products and souvenirs. 
Čnàorderàtoàkeepàwithàtheàausterityà
of the religious interior design, the 
designer has chosen hardwood and 
nobleàmetalsàforàtheàbookshelves:à
































the church. The space is closed by a 
simple stained glass window which 
keepsàtheàoriginalàforgeàclosureà
without interfering in the visual 
aspect of the project. Pilar Líbano 
is a renowned interior and furniture 
designer born in Barcelona, who 
graduated in the Massana School 
inàñ980.àHeràcompanyàhasàworkedà
on different stores of the couturier 
AntonioàMirȕëàforàNespresso all over 




This hotel belongs to the Mandarin Oriental chain. The original 
buildingàdatesàbackàtoàñ9õõàandàità
hosted the Hotel Hispano-Americano, 
adaptedàinàò004àbyàtheàstudioàofà
Carlos Ferrater and Juan Trías de 
Bes, who commissioned the interior 
design to Patricia Urquiola, a designer 
born in 1961 in Oviedo who has 
workedàinàheràownàstudioàinàMilanà
since 2001. The objective was to 
create an international icon for the 
Oriental Mandarin brand, originally 
located in Hong Kong, and design 
a building as the flagship of these 
hotels in Europe. The intervention 
was intended to be timeless and 
overcome any particular trend; at the 
same time, the building was aimed 
to provide comfort, functionality 
and beauty. In order to do so, the 
designer resorted to the classic  
19th century grand hotel concept. 
The hotel reception was accessed 
byàaàwalkwayàwithoutàstairsàorà
anyàobstacle:àUrquiolaàusedàaàsilkà
and wool handcrafted floral carpet 
which resembled Japanese Imari, 
and provided luxurious and silent 
floorsàevokingàorientalàlandscapes.à
For the lobby, the designer used a 
clean ceiling to highlight the spacious 
hall introducing golden aluminium 
lattices. In the Blanc Restaurant, the 
designer re-interpreted an interior 
garden with a great white net with 
hanging vegetation. B & B Crinoline 
Collection seats highlight the oriental 



















































This project focussed on the restoration and refurbishment 
of the old building of the Editorial 
Montaner i Simón, which was 
originally designed by the modernist 
architect Lluís Domènech i Montaner 
and was built between 1880 and 
1885. Since 1990, it has been home 
to the museum and the cultural 
centre devoted to the Catalan artist 
Antoni Tàpies. The Foundation was 
createdàbyàtheàauthoràinàñ984àandàità
includes more than three hundred 
worksàbyàTȃpies.àSinceàthisàisàaà
building between party walls, the 
famous artist created a sculpture 
for the top of the building intended 
to increase its height: Nube y Silla 
çñ990èëàwithàtheàchairàevokingà
aesthetic contemplation, a common 
element in Tàpies’ production. 
AsàinàotheràworksàbyàAmadȕàandà
Doménech (e.g., the project of the 
Historical Centre of Lerida or the 
Archive of the Crown of Aragon), the 
architects focus on the relationship 
between architecture and the city, 
andàonàtheàcreationàofàstrikingà
indoor spaces. The project received 
the Década Prize, awarded by a 
committee including Robert Venturi 



















buildings feature rationalism and 
functionality, in addition to a deep 























The renovated Marlborough Fine Art Gallery opens in Barcelona 
onàñóthàSeptemberàò0ñ4àwithàanà
exhibition devoted to the painter 
Manolo Valdés. The gallery project 
was developed by Josep Camps and 
Olga Felip (named Young Architect 
of the Year 2010 in the LEAF Awards 
and awarded the Arts i Lletres Award 
of the Fundació Princesa de Girona 
2015), from the studio Arquitecturia. 
The Gallery building has two hundred 
square meters of covered premises 
and includes the Marlborough 
Galleryëàwhichàisàveryàwellàknownà
in the international panorama. The 
irstàMarlboroughàFineàArtàGalleryà
wasàfoundedàinàLondonàinàñ94öëàandà
was later established in Barcelona 
in 2006 in a large exhibition space 
whichàisàŧopenŨàtoàtheàstreetàbyàmeansà
ofàsteelàproilesàandàglassàplatesà
which allow pedestrians to see the 
inside of the building, consisting 
of a white area with a second floor 
leading to the central part of the 
buildingëàwhereàseveralàoficesàandàaà
meeting room are located. The white 
colour of the walls contrasts with the 
polished concrete floors creating an 
aseptic but warm atmosphere that 
is particularly suitable for exhibiting 
contemporary art. Arquitecturia 

















developments in the Museo de la 
Energía de Ascó in Tarragona and by 













The Plaça de la Gardunya (Gardunya Square) is an urban 
project by the studio of Carme 
Pinȕsëàandàcomprisesàseveralà
worksàwhichàhaveàredevelopedàanà
area that was originally set up to 
support the logistics operations 
of the Mercat de la Boquería. The 
backàfaȊadeàofàtheàmarketà-àoneà
thousand square meters in size - is 
home to new stands, facilities and 
goods lifts for logistics operations. 
ThisàfaȊadeàdoesànotàcompeteàwithà
the existing roofs, but overlaps new 
ones to host new stands. The main 
idea is to create non-symmetrical 
rhythms integrated with the trees 
and the rounded shapes of the 
square. Moreover, in 2015 the 
foundation stone for the new Escola 
Massanaëàaàineàartsàcentreëàwasà
laid. The building is expected to be 
completed with the inauguration of 
the educational centre in academic 
year 2016–17. The square will 
beàborderedàbyàthirty-nineàoficialà
social housing residences on the 
other side of the new venue of the 
teaching institution. The design is 
intended to create small dynamic 
public spaces in the middle of 
anàareaàofàremarkableàhistoricalà
interestëàwithàdifferentàfaȊadeà
effects and the irregular shape of 
green areas.  All the projects have 
beenàdesignedàbyàCarmeàPinȕsà
çBarcelonaëàñ9õ4èëàanàarchitectàwhoà
opened her own studio in 1991. 
She was awarded the Spanish 
Architecture Prize of the Higher 
Council of Architects in Spain in 









Paseo Marítimo de La Barcelonetaàturnedàintoàaàleisureàareaàwithàpublicà
bathsàandàpicnicàareasíàTheàurbanisticàboomàandàtheàOlympicàGamesà 
heldàinà1992àinàBarcelonaàpromotedàtheàopeningàofànewàspaces,àsuchà 








































Carrer de Roc Boronat, 127
3
PasseigàdeàSantàJoanàRefurbishment


















AnàambitiousàworkàledàbyàtheàBarcelona Council and its technical 
staff. This project aims to recover an 
area which had been downgraded 
due to its proximity to the port and 
industrial premises. 
The project was set up in two stages 
and aimed to promote use of the 
beach by the citizens of Barcelona; 
additionally, it contributed to 
cleaning the seafront by removing 
urban obstacles and improving 
connections with Barceloneta. It is an 
unremarkableàpublicàareaàbetweenà
the neighbourhood and the sea, 
with several squares adapted to the 
buildings’ shape. A bay pointing out 
towards the sea was built in order to 
protect the lower part at the beach 
level (hosting terraces with wooden 
platforms with sports clubs and 
other services); on the upper level a 
pedestrian area was designed, including 
a bicycle lane. The main aim was to 
keepàtheàstreetsàpointingàoutàtowardsà
the sea by means of the pavement, the 
plants, and the Kanya lights.
OlgaàTarrasȕàçNavarrȌsëàValenciaëàñ9õöèà
was a member of the Urban Projects 
OficeàofàBarcelonaàCouncilàfromàñ98ñà
to 2000. The promenade also includes 
Nu benches (1991), designed by 
TarrasȕàwithàčordiàHenrichàforàSanta 
& Cole. The galvanised steel structure 
united with tropical wood allows a 
number of compositions and, in fact, 
has become a characteristic feature 













The building was designed to host the Spanish National 
Radio in Barcelona, and the main 
functions were broadcasting and 
administration. The building is 
located in an area of industrial 
conversion in the Poblenou of 
Barcelona. It is part of the urban 
transformationàprojectàknownàasà
22@Barcelona, which is aimed 
at converting industrial spaces in 
Barcelona into an innovative district, 
focussed on activities related to 
knowledge.à
The building is a rectangular 
constructionàwithàaàcaràparkëà
ground floor and four open floors. 
It is supported on concrete pillars 
with screening walls and a central 
communicationàarea.àWalkwaysàcanà
be found in the four sides of the 
building which aim to provide some 
shade indoors. These colourful 
resources also provide the building 
withàaàsecondàskinàandàhideàtheà
serviceàwalkwaysàthatàcanàbeàfoundà
throughout the four sides. Between the 
third and fourth floor there is an open 
space, due to the current neighbourhood 
bylaw, which states that all buildings 
must have open spaces or terraces to 
avoid the feeling of being 'trapped'.  
Ribas and Ravetllat teach architecture 








of Architecture. In 2007, Olga Schmid 
joined the studio as an associate 
architect. Also in Barcelona, you may 
indàsomeàofàtheiràdesignsàlikeàtheà
roof structure of the San Antonio 
dominicalàmarketàoràtheàrestorationàofà












This urban intervention was planned with two main 
objectives: on one hand, it aimed to 
workàasàaàgreenàcorridoràleadingàtoà
theàParkàofàCiutadellaëàandàonàtheà
other promotes the pedestrian use of 
this street.  
Two new lines of trees were added 
to the existing ones, in order to 
cast nice natural shade over the 
street. To improve the draining 
system, a drainage pavement was 
designedàwithàlawnàandàbrickwork.à
The automatic watering system 
takesàadvantageàofàwateràtablesà
and autochthonous species are 
continuously used. One of the 
most relevant achievements of this 
urban intervention (which relied 
on the collaboration of engineer 
Teresa Galí), was the recovery of 
the Passeig de Sant Joan as a 
social area, with a project where 
biodiversityàandàsustainabilityàareàkeyà
features. In addition, this intervention 
wasàundertakenàinàfullàrespectàofàtheà
urban layout designed by Ildefonso 
Cerdá (1860), adapting the streets 
for pedestrian use and presenting a 
new use for the streets. 
Theàprojectàwasàaàinalistàinàtheà
Fad awards 2012. The promenade 
was further extended by the same 










The building is part of a bigger project intended to revitalize the 
urbanàareaàofàtheàPlaȊaàdeàGalšlaà
Placídia and is located in the new 
edge of the square. It is a six floor 
building designed as a sequence of 
overlappedàboxesëàwhichàareàdeinedà
by the use of three materials: glass, 
aluminium and wood. The architects 
have created a sustainable building 




is provided with a double-glazed 
vented panel. This particular 
faȊadeàworksàasàaàthermalàcushionà
generating several galleries 
shaping the heart of the building 
and emulating the Ensanche de 
Barcelona. The building’s main 
feature is its visibility, since the 
faȊadesàçespeciallyàatànightàandà
withàselectiveàlightingèàmakeàtheà
inside part of the building appear 
transparent and interactive with the 
square. 
Čnàò0ñ4ëàtheàprojectàwasàawardedà
the prize to the best non-residential 






This project was designed to create óöàapartmentsàforàyoungàpeopleà
in a social housing project. The 
building is structured in independent 
areas that require a basement floor 
to balance out the difference in 
level and which gives access to the 
caràpark.àTheàelevationàofàtheàflatsëà
withàsetbacksàandàemptyàareasëàisà
aimed to promote sun exposure of 
the houses. A single type of window 
was used for homogeneous and 
plainàfaȊades.àSunàprotectionàisà
guaranteed by means of aluminium 
arcades that provide shade and 
createàplasticàrichnessàinàtheàfaȊade.à
This project was awarded the FAD 
2009 Awards, due to the quality of 
a simple and smart housing plan in 
areaàlikeàCan Carellau, a place where 
no examples of architectural quality 
couldàbeàidentiied.àTheàStudio Peris + 
Toralàwasàestablishedàinàò00ó;àbothà
architects were trained in Barcelona 
and in the studios of Esteban Bonell 
and Rafael Moneo. Marta Peris 
(Palma de Mallorca, 1972) and José 
Manuel Toral (Madrid, 1978) are particularly interested in social housing, and 
moveàawayàfromàcommercialàcriteriaëàworkingàwithàdynamicàfloorsàwithàtwo-
way spaces, or with intermediate spaces that enrich the conflict between the 



















Dinner with Stars is an unmissable event in a Barcelona summer. 
Held in the Fabra Observatory, 
itàaimsàtoàcombineàscientiicà
dissemination and astronomic 
observation with enchanting cuisine. 
The plan includes al fresco dining, 
guided observation of the night 
skyàwithàaàtelescopeëàaàvisitàtoàtheà
permanentàexhibitionàandàaàscientiicà
conference. The observatory and the 
dinners are held in one of Barcelona’s 
privileged viewpoints. The main 
buildingàwasàinauguratedàinàñ904à
and designed by architect Josep 
Doménech. It was built for studies 
in astronomy, meteorology and 
seismology. 
The intervention of architect 
Julia Schulz-Dornburg (Munich, 
Germany, 1962) included the floor 
boarding of the area in which 
the activity is carried out. The 
particular scenography of the event 
is supported by means of ambient 
lighting that highlights the feeling 
ofàŧfloatingŨàoveràBarcelona.àTheà
author is an expert in exhibition 
curatorship, exhibition design and 
















































































Carrer Angel Guimerà - Sant Just Desvern
áWaldenàùáàBuilding






This project developed 97 flats to be rented out to young people 
and located in the Free Trade 
Area of Barcelona. The building 
isàstructuredàoveràiveàfloorsàandà
was designed as a long tablet with 
a diagonal sequence of empty 
spaces aimed for use as social 
areas (community rooms, terraces, 
yards, etc.). This strategy promoted 
the interaction of private houses 
with the city environment fostering 
theàairàcirculation.àEachàflatàisà40à
square metres in size, with a well-lit 
area provided with large double-
glazed French windows  to promote 
energy saving. In addition, colour 
slats (green, glue and mustard) 
have been installed to control the 
interior lighting. The slats are also 
able to capture sunlight, moving 
likeàsunflowersàfollowingàtheàenergyà
source. 
The project was developed in 
modules in order to save both time 
and material, using concrete for the 
structure and panels and designing 
a sustainable system without waste. 
The compact image of the building 
is nuanced by several empty spaces 
inàtheàfaȊadeàforàairàcirculationàandà
the integration of the building with 
the environment. In addition, these 
areas also can be used as social 
meeting points for young people. 
BlancaàLleȕàçMadridëàñ9õ9èàisàaà
Professor of Architectural Projects 
in the Escuela Técnica Superior de 
Arquitectura (Higher Technical School 
of Architecture) of Madrid and is one 
























The Botanical Garden is located  in Montjuïc. It was created in  
1999 and was intended to be the  
irstàbotanicalàgardenàinàtheàcityëà 
as the previous one was rather  
small for Barcelona. The creators  
of the project were Carlos Ferrater, 
Artur Bossy, Joan Pedrola and  
Bet Figueras. This garden is also  
home to a number of species  
living in the Mediterranean climate 
and originating from all over the 
world, and they are grouped into 5 
phytogeography areas: California, 
Chile, Australia and South Africa  
(as well as the Mediterranean).  
The garden also includes species 
from China and Japan. The total 
number of species is around 7000, 
grouped in triangular platforms 
placed in terraces. The garden 
also has garden centres, a botanic 
laboratory, an auditorium, a library 
and a restaurant. It is also home 
to the Salvador Museum, which 
includes 800,000 samples of  
botanic species collected since the 
17th century. The botanical garden 
has a neat style, following the 
artistic trend of land art, and was 
designed in respect of ecology and  
the local ecosystem. 
Bet Figueras (1957–2010) was one 
of the most famous environmental 
architects in Spain. She was 
trainedàinàBerkeleyëàGeorgetownà
and Edinburgh and since her 
return to Barcelona in the 1980s, 




























This project by Conxita Balcells Associates (Barcelona, 1962) 
contributed to recovering interior 
areas in the Ensanche de Barcelona 
blockëàmakingàtheseàspacesàavailableà
for public use. The intervention was 
carried out in the site of the old 
Waldorf cinema. The project was 
developed in the ground floor, the 
basement and the central area, and it 
hosts the Centre for Social Services 
and the Local Archives, which can be 
accessed by an interior pedestrian 
corridor. 
The central area hosts a leisure zone 
for the people of the neighbourhood. 
Severalàkindsàofàflooringàçconcreteà
and draining floors) and colours have 
been used for the leisure area and the 
children’s area. All areas are bordered 
by planter-benches with aromatic 
flowers and carpet plants. Social 
areas are interconnected by glass 
wall coverings which are partially 
closed by metallic slats that allow 
the interaction of the interior and the 
exterior areas. 
This project can be regarded as a 
rather original solution for a place 
which was previously unused, and 
meets the demands of social areas of 













Solanas and Arriola. Galí was the 
one leading the last redesign of the 
areaàinàò00ö.àTheàparkàisàdevotedàtoà
theàSurrealistàartistàčoanàMirȕ.àTheà
area contains pergolas and climbing 
plants, a wood, sports facilities, an 
area for children, a bar, as well as 




shed light on the palm trees, which 
were awarded with the Delta de 
PlataàADČ-FADàinàñ984.
Accessàfromàtheàparkàseparatesà
the building in two symmetrical 
zones, one for children, and the 
other intended to be used by 
adults. The long and narrow 
corridoràisàoverlookedàbyàtwoàwallsà
workingàasàscreensàthatàreflectà
the sunlight, casting light on the 
two porches. The shadows cast 
by metal 'people', designed by the 
creators of the project, lend the 
setting a casual character. The 
building, surrounded by ponds, is 
reserved and simple and interacts 
withàtheàenvironmentàthanksàtoàtheà
porches and the water, resembling 
the Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van 
del Rohe.
Čtàwasàtheàirstàbuildingàconceivedà
as a library in Barcelona, and also 
theàirstàoneàtoàhaveàanàautomaticà
catalogue for its resources. 1991 
FADàawardàinalistàforàNew-buildà






















This project focused on the roof ofàaàcaràparkàdesignedàasàaà
landscape for pedestrians. The 
project is next to an old Dominican 
convent transformed into sheltered 
housing. The square is accessed by 
ramps.àTheàtopàpartàofàtheàparkingà
lot is square in shape with several 
pavement levels, and a pergola in the 
central part used for shade over the 
area set aside for children. Spaces 
are bordered by planters close to 
the pergola so that climbing plants 
can climb the structure; other areas 
are provided with concrete walls 
coveredàwithàslate.àTheàfaȊadeàofà
theàexistingàparkingàlotàhasàbeenà
treated as a lattice with metal 
proilesàandàslateàpanels.à
Theàprojectàwasàoneàofàtheàinalistsà
of the FAD awards in 2007. 
Architect Isabel Bennasar (Menorca, 
ñ9öóèàisàspecializedàinàlandscapeà
projects and has been involved 
in several initiatives aimed at the 
environmental recovery of public 
spaces, while  Anna Noguera has 
developed several projects ranging 
from the urban to the domestic, 
with an intense activity in public 
construction, restoration, housing and 
interior design. In the last few years 
she has collaborated in  a number of 









































This is an iconic building located in San Just Desvern 
(Barcelona) and designed by 
the multidisciplinary group 
Architecture Workshop, which 
aims to unite architecture, 
engineering, psychology, literature 
and philosophy. The group was 
integrated by Ricardo and Anna 
BoillëàtheàpoetàGoytisoloëàtheà
politician and writer Salvador Clotas, 
andàtheàarchitectàNúȓezàYanowsky.à
The building was inspired by the 
scienceàictionànovelàáWaldenàTwoáëà
byàSkinnerëàandàwasàoriginallyàknownà
as Ciudad del Espacio (Space City). 
The project was designed to host a 
small city with flats, houses, shops 
and services. Half of the area in  
each structure would be devoted 
toàsocialàspacesëàwalkingàareasà
and gardens. The project originally 
included the construction of three 
buildings but, due to economic 
reasonsëàonlyàoneàwasàinallyàbuiltëà
limiting the number of houses. 
áWaldenà7áàwasàplannedàasàaà 
city within the city, a project with 
socialàhousingàincludingà400àflatsà 
and 1000 inhabitants, organized  
inàindependentàmodulesàofàó0à 
square metres each. The result 
is a vertical labyrinth with seven 
courtyards connected horizontally 
and vertically. In accordance with  
the democratic and reflective  
spirit of its design, the building is 
managed by the neighbours through 
openàassemblies.àAnnaàBoillà
çBarcelonaëàñ944èàhasàcombinedà
her professional activity with 
music composition and theoretical 





































































































































ind,àforàexample,àthe Museu do Chiado and the Teatro S. Carlos.
GoàthroughàLargo das Duas IgrejasàandàyouàwillàindàMisericȕrdiaàStreetà 
oppositeàtoàtheàrightíàFollowàthisàstreetàwhichàconnectsàtoàSȆoàPedroàdeà
AlcȅntaraàStreetà,ànearàtheàIgreja de São Roque,àandàonàtheàrightàyouàwillàindàtheà
beautifulàgardenàandàviewàofàSão Pedro de Alcântara,àbuiltàinà19thàcenturyí
ContinuingàalongàtoàDíàPedroàVàStreet,àyouàwillàreachàtheàSquareàandàgardenà 
ofàPrȐncipeàReal,àwhereàyouàwillàalsoàindàthe RibeiroàdaàCunhaàPalaceàçóè  
emodelledàbetweenà2009àandà201óíàFromàhere,àyouàwillàindàEscolaàPolitȌcnicaà
Street,ànamedàafteràtheàancientàPolytechnicàSchool,àandàtodayàtheàMuseu 
Nacional de História Natural e da Ciência thatàintegratesàthe Jardim Botânico da 
Universidade de Lisboa and the PolitȌcnicaàTheatreàçôè whichàalsoàstandsàonà 
theàsiteàofàtheàoldàschoolí
AtàtheàPrȐncipeàRealàgarden,àgoàdownàtoàOàSȌculoàStreetà–àwhereàyouàwillà 
indàtheàConvento e Igreja dos Cardaes and the Palácio do Marquês de Pombal 
–àuntilàyouàreachàCalçada do CombroíàClimbàitàandàtoàtheàleftàyouàwillàindàIgreja 
e Convento dos Paulistasààand,àfurtheràonàandàtoàtheàrightàBicaàdeàDuarteàBeloà






theàharbouràriveràsideàarea:àgoàtoàBanhos de São Paulo,àheadquartersàofàtheà

































The building was designed by architect Cottinelli Telmo 
çñ897–ñ948èëàbuiltàbetweenàñ9ò9à
andàñ9óñëàandàclassiiedàasàaà
Monument of Public Interest in 
2012. It has recently been subject to 
extensionàandàtransformationàworksà
by Atelier Daciano da Costa, yet the 
rehabilitation process of the existing 
building is still awaiting conclusion.
The former station is made up 
of parallelepiped volumes with 
aàcoveredàterrace;àitsàformàtakesà
inspiration from Art Deco, which 
is clearly visible in the subsequent 
scaled plans that emphasize the 
curves of large spans and vertical 
and horizontal directions and 
also in the pyramid shaped top 
ofàtheàfaȊades.àTheàinteriorsàareà
decorated with large marble plates 
in contrasting colours and textures, 
metallic wire with geometric 
designs, ashlars with polychromatic 
tiles and tile panels.
Čnàò00óëàtheàstudioàofàdesignerà
DacianoàdaàCostaàçñ9óó–ò00õèà
began a project of transformation 
that altered and extended the existing 
building and connecting it to the 
LisbonàMetroàstation.àTheàworksà
were directed by architect Ana Costa 
(1960), the granddaughter of Cottinelli 
Telmoàwhoàtookàoveràmanagementàofà




































Opened in 2009 and centrally located in Baixa Pombalina, 
MUDE is a museum dedicated to 
all forms of design, with exhibition, 
creation, meeting and debate areas. 
Withàtheàendàofàtheàcolonialàbankà
BNUàfollowingàtheàñ974àrevolutionà
that brought independence to the 
Portuguese colonies, the building 
was included in a complex process 
that ended with the almost 
total demolition of its interiors, 
whichàwasàinterruptedàthanksàtoà
the importance of the existing 
patrimonial elements. Up until 2008, 
it remained in a state of almost 
complete abandon, with part of 
the ornamental plasters, floors and 
coatings destroyed. In the same 
year, by decision of the Municipal 
Chamber of Lisbon, a project 
was put into effect that foresaw 
the temporary installation of the 
Museum of Design and Fashion. 
Consequently, the architects Joana 
Vilhena and Ricardo Carvalho 
(RCJV arquitectos) choose to 
imagine a museum with rather 
unique premises: following the idea 
ofàrecyclingàandàreuseëàweànowàindà
ourselves in a surprising encounter 
with a modern, 20th century 
ruin. Besides the visible concrete 
structure, the project was also made 
with materials resulting from the 
construction itself, reinforcing the 
idea of a continuing process, of 
























Built in 1877, the Palacete Ribeiro da Cunha at Príncipe Real, in the 
corner of Calçada da Patriarcal, is 
a neo-Arabic building designed by 
architect Henrique Carlos Afonso 
as the residence of the wealthy 
capitalist José Ribeiro da Cunha. 
With a rectangular top plan with three 
faȊadesàitàhasàaàslopingàappearanceëà
with the four sloping roofs divided 
by four rounded domes. With three 
floors separated by a frieze in stone, 
the building is divided at regular 
intervals by horseshoe arches. 
The interior is dominated by the 
axesàdeinedàbyàtheàfoyeràandàtheà
staircase; these, as well as the 
interior patio are not only areas to be 
used, but also represent an internal 
way of distributing the space. 
The palace passed between several 
owners throughout the 20th century, 
with part of it rented to the rectory 
of Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 
from 1980 to the mid-1990s.
Todayëàitàbelongsàtoàaàbankà
institution and was remodelled 
in 2009 by the studios Falcão 
de Campos e Appleton & 
Domingos Arquitectos, Lda., 
with the collaboration of a team 
of predominantly women: Carmo 
Carvalho, Cátia Venda, Marta 
Bandeira, Vanessa Santos Silva. The 
owners are the promoters of the 
projectàwhichàstartedàinàò0ñó;àtheà
space includes a commercial gallery 
with several shops, mainly selling 
articles by Portuguese creators; there 















Several buildings stand out in Rua da Escola Politécnica, 
including the one which lent its 
name to the street: the former Escola 
Politécnica, the Polytechnic School, 
build as educational architecture 
in Pombalina and Neoclassic style, 
and later transformed into the 
Museu Nacional de História Natural 
e da Ciência da Universidade de 
Lisboa, the National Museum of 
Natural History and Science of 
Lisbon University, which includes 
a number of spaces inherited from 
the Escola Politécnica and the 
only surviving building from the 
ancient Real Picadeiro do Colégio 
dos Nobres (1761), the Royal Riding 
School - and the Jardim Botânico, 
the Botanical Garden, designed 
in the mid 19th century as a 
modern accompaniment to botanic 
teaching and research in the Escola 
Politécnica.
Atàtheàentranceàofàthisàscientiicà
garden is the Polytechnical Theatre, a 
space that for a long time was used as 
canteen for the Faculdade de Ciências 
(the Science Faculty) but which once, 
in 1907, also housed a theatre. 
In October 2011, the theatre company 
ūArtistasàUnidosŬëàreopenedàtheàdoorsà
following a project of renovation by 
architects Patrícia Barbas and Diogo 
Lopes.  Besides the main room - with 
its large iron structured windows  
with a view over the plants of the 
Jardim Botânico - the adjoining  
room of the same size functions as 
a multi-purpose hall for exhibitions, 


















On the edge of Bairro Alto and Bairro da Bica - historical districts 
that maintain their importance as 
residential areas and night spots 
withàaànumberàofàpubsà-àyouàcanàindà
the Funicular bar and pub in Bica de 
Duarte Belo.
The pub was remodelled following 
the 2006 plans by architect and 
designer Inês Cortesão. It is 
located in the ground floor of a 
building that was entirely restored 
by Cortesão between 2006 and 
2015, in collaboration with studio 
BICA Arquitectos, founded by Inês 
Cortesão in 2006 and including the 
collaboration of architects Marco dos 
Santos and Margarida Brito Alves and 
architects and designers Célia Faria 






























As part of the project of urban requaliicationàofàtheàareaànextà
to the Bica lift directed by architect 
Teresa Nunes da Ponte, the ceramic 
intervention with tile panels entitled 
ūVaiàVemŬàcoversàtwoàsmallàwallsà
next to the lift building, created by 
architects Catarina and Rita Almada 
Negreiros.
Within the tradition of Portuguese 
contemporary tile art whose major 
references come from the public art 
workàofàMariaàKeilàandàEduardoàNeryëà
hereàweàcanàindàinspirationàfromà















mto the colours of Lisbon’s coats of 
arms, bringing together the sign and 
theàarrowëàtheàtilesàtakeàonàaàfunctionà
ofàindicationàthatëàthanksàtoàtheirà
changeable characteristics, allude to 
the digital signs of today. 
M.H.S.
55
Underdogs, a cultural platform dedicated to promoting the 
production and distribution of 
urban-inspired contemporary art, 
was founded in Lisbon in 2010, and 
haveàmaintainedàtheiràcurrentàworkà
model - interacting and collaborating 
with urban-inspired creators through 
regular exhibitions in the gallery, public 
art programmes and by producing 
originalàartistàeditionsà-àsinceàò0ñó.
Theàworkàdevelopedàbyàtheàprojectàçallà
exhibitions, public art programmes, 
collaborations and exhibitions) has 
not only reshaped the city landscape, 
but it has also made art accessible to 
a wider audience and a wider space, 
transforming the whole city into a 
gallery. Being part of a continually 
developing  process, Underdogs 
opened an art store in the heart of 
the city, in the legendary Mercado da 
RibeiraëàLisbonŨsàmainàmarket.
Aàstorefrontàforàtheàworkàthatàhasà
been developed by the project so far, 
Underdogs Art Store was designed 
by Studio Pedrita (designers Rita 
João and Pedro Ferreira) and is 
devoted to showcasing and selling 
limited-edition screen prints, created 
by artists with which the project has 
already collaborated.
A simple yet strong metallic structure 
containsàtheàworksàofàoveràó0àartistsà
from all over the world, curated by 
the acclaimed Portuguese artist 
AlexandreàFartoëàalsoàknownàasàVhilsëà




2015, on the occasion of their new 




































































centuryàby the PadrȆoàdosàDescobrimentosàwhichàwasàcreatedàforàtheà 







































Ricardo Carvalho and Joana Vilhena’s intervention in 2005 on 
the old 20th century warehouse in 
Largo Vitorino Damásio led to the Left 
Bar as we see it today.
The project used the unusual 
dimensionsàtoàitsàadvantageëàmakingà
the most of the narrow width and 
great length to create a relationship 
between the interior and exterior 
environments.
The space was designed to reduce 
the excess of elements and material. 
All furnishings - such as the 
balcony - were set up along the bar, 
highlighting the connection between 
theàexterioràandàtheàinterior.àThanksà
to the size of the premises, the bar is 
darkàandàartiicialàlightàisàconstantlyà
neededëàconirmingàonceàagainàtheà


















































the seventh floor, and you may still 
indàaànurseryàonàtheàlastàtwoàfloors.
The design features modern 
construction architectural lines, 
typical of the time. For this reason, 
theàfaȊadeàhasàlargeàstraightà
windowsàtoàmakeàtheàmostàofàtheà
sunlight, and flat terraced roofs also 
highlight these architectural lines. 
The interior, on the other hand, was 
designed as an open-space area with 
justàaàfewàcolumnsàthatàbreakàtheà
space up on each floor. 
M.H.S.
This building on Dom Carlos I Avenue, in Santos, has undergone 
a number of interventions since its 
original construction, all of which 
have remained faithful to the initial 
architectural lines - a principle 
respected by João Guilherme Faria 
da Costa (1960), Jorge Costa Maia 
(1968) and Maria João Eloy (1998).
Theàbuildingàwasàbuiltàtoàfulilàaà
variety of functions simultaneously;  
there are garages on the lower 
groundàfloorëàseveralàoficesàthatàillà
the building from the ground floor to 
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Saraiva de Carvalho street is located in the Campo de Ourique 
neighbourhood, an urban structure 
designed in 1879–80 by engineer 
FredericoàRessanoàGarciaàçñ847–ñ9ññè.
In the latter years of the First Republic 
(1910–26), Machado de Castro 
Industrial School was built by architect 
Vitor Bastos Junior. This building is 
distinguished by its central corridor 
which is lit by large windows along 
its length, and the floors that are 
connected by a ladder to the centre 
which is again lit by natural light. 
In 1975, the former Industrial School 
was converted into Machado de 
Castro secondary school which 
closed in 2005, leaving the building 
to gradual ruin. It was eventually 
and fortuitously recovered by the 
Lisbon School of Hospitality and 
Tourism. In 2009, its restoration 
and rehabilitation were completed 
thanksàtoàaàprojectàdevelopedàbyàtheà
studio of Teresa Nunes da Ponte, 
an architect mainly dedicated to 
the restoration and rehabilitation 
ofàbuildingàheritageàwhoseàworkà
spans from the master plan scale to 
completed objects.
The outer traces of the former Indus-
trial School have been preserved and 
the interior was adapted to the teach-
ing requirements of the hotel sector. 
The high ceilings allowed mezzanines 
in several areas. The auditorium 
marksàtheàspotàwhereàtheàoldàpalaceà
belonging to the Counts of Paraty was 
expanded, and is now home to a fully-














































Her extensive and multifaceted workàclearlyàdemonstratesàhowà
MariaàKeilàçñ9ñ4–ò0ñòèàalwaysà
sought to reject the system of 
ūmajorŬàandàūminorŬàartsëàcrossingà
languages, forms and techniques, 
in a polygraph spanning a variety 
of artistic worlds: painting, graphic 
designàçillustrationëàbookàcoversà
and magazines, posters and 
advertisements, stamps), sets and 
costumes (stage design), furniture 
and interior design, cards for 




research denoted by combinations 
of geometric patterns, with 
triangular motives overlapping to 
ininityàinàaàdynamicàvisualàweb-likeà
composition. This prismatic game 
is especially clear in the famous tile 
panelàūOàMarŬàçñ9õö–õ8èëàlocatedà
on one of the walls of Infante Santo 
Avenue’s residential complex. 
TheàstrikingàvibrationsàofàclearàOpà
Art influence lent a particular 
modernityàtoàheràworkëàpavingà
the way for what would become 
a central core of her ceramic 
work:àtheàwallsàofàtheàLisbonà
underground stations - a constant 




The new National Coach Museum in Lisbon opened in 2015 and is 
located between Junqueira Street 
and Índia Avenue, quite close to the 
old Museum. It is the new National 
Coach Museum from two basic 
physical and metaphorical points 
of view: 'museology' as the basic 
criteriaàforàexhibitingàremarkableà
heritage and 'urbanism' understood 
as the building of a monumental 
venue. This project was supported 
byàtheàStateŨsàáBelȌmàRediscoveredŬà
project.
The project included the 
construction of a large exhibition 
hall, an annex building for 
administrativeàoficesëàauditoriumà
and restaurant, plus a pedestrian 
walkwayàwithàrampsàlinkingà
Junqueira Street and Gare 
Marítima de Belémëàthusàseekingà
to create a new interior dynamic, 
uniting what is on the inside with the 
































Altis Belém Hotel & Spa, a design hotel near the Tagus river, 
representsàaàcontemporaryàtakeàonà
Portuguese expansion overseas. 
Čtsàdesignàtakesàintoàaccountàtheà
axis between the Belém Tower and 
the Padrão dos Descobrimentos 
(the Monument to Discoveries), 
withoutàblockingàtheàconnectionà
between the two. 
The main structure of the two 
-floor building lies upright to the 
riveràinàsuchàaàwayàasàtoàbestàtakeà
advantage of the views over the city 
and the estuary. The Hotel also has 
a rectangular platform, occupied by 
the restaurant, designed to increase 
the privacy of its guests. 
ThisàHotelàwasàawardedàirstàprizeà
for Portugal’s Leading Design Hotel 



























Espaço Espelho d´Água is the latest name given to a building 
constructed over the Tagus River 




extended three years later by architect 
andàilmmakeràčosȌàÂngeloàCottinellià
Telmo. 
The building has been used as a 
Pavilion of Nautical Amusement 
çñ940èëàtheàNavalàBrigadeàclubà-à
museum, a restaurant (Espelho 
d’Água) and club (T-Club). Finally, 
in 2012, the space was refurbished 
thanksàtoàaàLisbonàTourismà
Association public contest, gathering 
a team of architects (Duarte Caldas 
de Almeida), designers (Rita João and 
Pedro Ferreira – Studio Pedrita) and 
artists (Michael Hellgreen, CGD who 
created the vertical garden, while the 
entrance was designed by Yonamine 
and Sol Lewitt created a mural in the 
restaurant area) in a collaborative 
rehabilitation project: Portuguese 
expansion overseas. Intended as 
a platform for cultural exchange 
and inspiration, the Espaço Espelho 
d’Água provides a wide range of 
cultural activities and events, related 
to art, design, music, gastronomy, 
cinema, video, among other subjects.
Located next to the Monument of 
Discoveries, the area includes a 
restaurant, cafeteria, promenade and 
art gallery / concert venue, creating an 
environment which - according to the 
owner, Mário Almeida - aspires to be 
both artistic and cultural: a reflection 
of the relationship between the 













































































































Estrada das Laranjeiras, 211
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Located on the elegant and executive Castilho Street, the Castil Building 
wasàLisbonŨsàirstàshoppingàcentre.àAà
pioneering example of architecture 
inàPortugalëàthanksàtoàtheàaudaciousà
combination of aluminium structures 
andàglassàonàitsàfaȊadeëàasàwellàasà
its verticality; the building (1970–72) 
was designed by Atelier Francisco 
daàConceiȊȆoàdaàSilvaëàalongàwithà
architects Tomás Taveira and Maria 
čoȆoàEloyàandàopenedàinàñ97ó.àAà
consequence of the social and 
economic situation of 1970s Portugal 
- the country’s economic and tourist 
growth and the increasing housing 
needs in the urban centre - the Castil 
Building also embodies a newfound 
interest in the relationship between 
public and commercial spaces, 
demonstrated by the internal square 
that leads to the shops. The end 
result reflects the influence of 
British architect James Stirling on 
ConceiȊȆoàSilvaŨsàwork:àclearàhereà
inàaàprogrammeàunitingàoficesà
with shopping mall both of which 
required a cosmopolitan language 
to satisfy the demands of the real 
estateàmarket.





far from being considered merely as 
a commercial and business area, the 
building was awarded the status of 


























The Ritz Hotel was created from an idea by Casimiro Antunes 
Paulo and the desire of a consortium 
of capitalists (among them the 
EspíritoàSantoàandàQueirozàPereiraà
familiesèàtoàhaveàsomewhereàdigniiedà
to welcome the rising number of 
high-class tourists that were more 
frequently starting to arrive in Lisbon 
after the Second World War. 
Beingàtheàirstàgrandàluxuryàhotelàinà
the Portuguese capital, it became 
the portrait of a noble, modern 
and elegant Lisbon. The bold and 
complexàdesignàwasàtheàworkàofà
Porfírio Pardal Monteiro (1952), with 
ñõàfloorsëàò90àroomsëàñ4àconferenceà
rooms, 2 restaurants and bar, all 
sumptuously furnished with Espírito 
Santo Foundation furniture, Austrian 
crystal chandeliers, and tapestries 
from Belgium and the Portalegre 
textile factory.
Theàhotelàwasàopenedàonàò4à
November 1959 with an exuberant 
banquet and party, described as 
ūOpulentàgrandeurëàHotelàRitzŬàbyàtheà
O Século newspaper, also earning it 
a cover on Life magazine three years 
later.
Considered by some as a museum, 
the Ritz Hotel is lavishly decorated 
withàworksàfromàfamousàPortugueseà
artists, such as interior designer 
and painter Estrela Faria (1958–59), 
and painters Sara Afonso, Almada 
NegreirosëàLinoàAntȕnioëàamongà
others. The initial project underwent 
a general rehabilitation in 1990 and 
has been adapted over the years, 
remainingàtodayàaàmarkàofàmodernityà
and grandiosity of the city, located 















Founded in 1956, on request of CalousteàSarkisàGulbenkianàinà
hisàwillëàtheàCalousteàGulbenkianà
Foundation is dedicated to fostering 
andàpromotingàknowledgeàandà
improving life through the arts, 
science and education.
OneàofàtheàcityŨsàmostàremarkableà
cultural spaces, it is home to the 
Modern Art Centre (Centro de Arte 
Moderna - CAM), the Arts Library and 
theàCalousteàGulbenkianàMuseum.
The garden, designed in the 1960s 
byàAntȕnioàVianaàBarretoàandà
GonȊaloàRibeiroàTellesëàisànotàmerelyà
a quiet place for escaping from the 
hustle and bustle of daily life, but 
also a reference for the modern 
movement in Portuguese landscape 
architecture.
Events such as Jazz em Agosto 
(Jazz in August), among others, are 
held outside in the garden in the 
outdoor amphitheatre.
Given the wide variety of events that 
takeàplaceàatàtheàamphitheatreàandà
the bold cultural programme offered 
by the Foundation, it soon became 
imperative to create a flexible yet 
resistant structure, which could 
hold and shelter all the necessary 
equipment, such as lighting and 
sound machinery. 
Thanksàtoàitsàcoveringëàtheà
amphitheatre can host outdoor  
shows, concerts and performances, 
in an intimate and whimsical 
environment provided by the 



































association status of the Order 
of Portuguese Architects in 1998, 
becomingàitsàirstàpresidentà-àaà
position she held from 1999 to 2001.
Approved by the Municipal Council 
of Lisbon in 1998 amid much 
controversy - its 90 meters high 
much exceeded the limit of 25 
meters set by the Municipal Plan 
- this complex opened in 1999 as 
a residential space with shopping 
centre, comprising two towers 
with 28 floors each, constituting 
a housing model intended for the 
upper middle class. 
OlgaàQuintanilhaàconsideredà
this peripheral area of  Lisbon as 
cosmopolitan, contributing to the 
characterization of a public space 
that was previously a non-place - a 
fragmented crossing point with 
plenty of mobility obstacles - and 
thus overcoming the features of 




The Theatre Thalia is located on Laranjeiras Road next to Lisbon 
Zoo. It was commissioned in 1820 
byàčoaquimàPedroàQuintelaàñstà
Count of Farrobo (1801–69) near 
hisàLaranjeirasàpalace.àČnàñ84òëà
the Count decided to rebuild and 
renovate the theatre, commissioning 
the job to Italian architect Fortunato 
Lodi, who was also responsible for 
the Teatro Nacional Dona Maria 
II, in Rossio. In 1862, devastated 
byàireàandàabandonedëàitàseemedà
condemned to eternal ruin, a 
situation worsened in 1978 when 
the theatre’s roof coverage and 
annexes were demolished. 
Owned by the Ministry of 
Education and Science, in 2010 
the architectural rehabilitation 
projectëàsignedàbyàGonȊaloàByrneëà
Diogo Lopes and Patricia Barbas, 
inallyàbeganàandàwasàcompletedà
in 2012. The intervention aimed 
to maintain the volumes of the 
traditional scenic spaces - the 
Foyer, Stalls and Scene - clearly 
expressing the relationship 
between old and new, and lending 
the ruin an autonomous entity as 
an imposing body which merited 
preservation and protection in 
its entirety. By contrast, the new 
area is a sustaining pavilion, light 
and transparent, reflecting   the 
construction of playgrounds and 
leisure spaces that existed in the 






























































































































































































































RamiȌ,àSunàChair çóè byàJanineàAbrahamàandàDirkàJanàRol, ūLeàRoiŬ andà





































DȌcoratifsà-àRue de Rivoli, 107
3
SunàChairà-àMusȌeàdesàArtsàDȌcoratifsà
Rue de Rivoli, 107
4 áLeàRoiáàandàáLaàReineáà-àMusȌeàdesàArtsàDȌcoratifsà- Rue de Rivoli, 107
5
áPrinceàl'ImpȌrialáàChairà-àMusȌeàdesà
















Harmoniously integrated into the historicalàbuildingëàtheàáPhantomáà
- L’Opéra Restaurant, opened in 
2011, consists of a mezzanine that 
has been carefully designed  so 
as to avoid leaning on the existing 
architectural elements: the walls, 
columns and roof. The stylistic 
treatment of the contemporary 
architecture - undulating and 
natural - plays with the ornamental 
profusion and classical undertones 
of Garnier’s eclectic architecture. 
Odile Decq founded the agency Odile 
Decq - Benoit Cornette - ODBC in 
1980, which was awarded the Leone 
d'oro at the Venice Architecture 
Biennialàinàñ994ëàandàtheàBenedictusà
in 1999 from the International 
Union of Architects. In 2008, Odile 
Decqàwasàcommissionedàtoàworkà
on a restaurant inside the Opéra 
Garnier, where she designed a 
reversibleàinterioràthatàmodiiedà
neither the structure nor the décor 
of Garnier’s architecture in order to 
meet the criteria of the Monuments 
Historiques:àáweàhadàtoàshift.àAndà
since they wanted transparency, 
I used free-standing glass. You 
cannot see it but it indicates different 
spaces. On the mezzanine it is the 
same story - you manoeuvre around 
the poles. It was while observing the 
shapeàofàtheàfaȊadeàthatàČàhadàtheàideaà
of this protean mezzanine with gentle 
curves, threading its way throughout 
the inside of the building without 
actually touching it. When I presented 
theàprojectàtoàAddyàBakhtiarà[theà
commissioner], he said it’s a ghost! 
ČtàlooksàlikeàtheàmaskàinàScream!àAndà














































Inàñ9ó8ëàafteràgraduatingàfromàtheàÉcole des Beaux-Arts de Lyon and 
workingàasàaàtextileàdesigneràforàtheà
Lyon-based company Gillet, Suzanne 
RamiȌàçñ90õ–74èàandàheràhusbandà
Georges Ramié founded the Madoura 
studio in Vallauris. The Tripodal Vase, 
datedàñ9õ0ëàrepresentsàaàbreakàfromà
Vallauris’ production, which was 
typically utilitarian and traditional in 
style, as well as having a particular 
design and dimension. Although 
the Madoura studio collaborated 
with Picasso for a long time in 
the production of his ceramics, 
Suzanne Ramié never gave up her 
ownàcreation.àHeràworkàstoodàapartà
fromàthatàofàPicassoàthanksàtoàherà
use of monochrome glazes. Picasso 
decorated the Tripodal Vase by 
accentuating the anthropomorphic 
aspect of the piece, thus turning it 




















The Fauteuil Soleil, designed by Janine Abraham, was awarded 
the gold medal at the 1958 
Universal Exhibition of Brussels, 
where she was responsible for 
áactivitiesàincludingàaàdimensionà
of fantasy. That is how Janine 
hadàtheàchanceàtoàmakeàwickerà
furniture.àWickeràimpliesàcraftà
production and therefore affords 
moreàpossibilitiesàforàinventionáëà
Rolàexplained.àáČàlikeàorganisation.à
I dread nothing more than being 
obliged to adapt to a situation 
that I have not anticipated. The 
sameàappliesàinàmyàwork.àČàavoidà
improvisation. Except when I 
createàwickeràfurniture.àČtàseemsàtoà
me that, on the contrary, there is 
somethingàaàlittleàcrazyàaboutàthisáà
çRenousëàñ9ö4è.à
Janine Abraham, (1929–2005), 
graduated from the École 
Camondo in Paris, the École des 
Beaux-Arts and the École des Arts 
Décoratifs. She then trained with 
René-Jean Caillette, Maxime Old 
and Jacques Dumond, where 
sheàmetàDirk-čanàRolëàwhomàsheà
married. Together they displayed 
furniture at the Salon des Artistes 
Décorateurs in 1956 and in the 
following year opened an agency. 
They participated in the Turin 
International Labour Exhibition in 
1961 and in the Exposition Formes 
IndustriellesàinàParisàinàñ9öóëàatàtheà















































Janineàčanetëàbornàinàñ9ñóàonàRéunion Island, studied at the 
École Supérieur des Beaux-Arts 
in Toulouse and Paris, and then 
at the École des Arts Décoratifs 
where she was a student of poster 
designer Cassandre. In 1952, after 
workingàforàvariousàirmsàçPierreà
Frey, Arthus-Bertrand, Christofle), 
sheàembarkedàonàaàlongàperiodà
of collaboration with Balenciaga. 
In 1959 she created three busts 
sculptedàinàwoodàandàspikedàwithà
nails, for the shop windows of 




fact that the nail is not completely 
planted. Hitting a nail hard is a 
somewhat savage joy. Imagine 
whatàitŨsàlikeàifàoneàhasàtoëàonàtheà
contrary, place thousands of nails, 
each one at a particular depth. It’s 
aàremarkableàexerciseàofàcontrolledà
willáàçAnthenaiseëàò00óè.à
Janet used her plastic vocabulary 
from the artistic tradition, 
from Arcimboldo to Middle 
Ages sculptors, mixed with 
contemporary influences of De 
Chirico’s or Ernst’s Surrealism. 
This taste for the fantastic and 
marvellous drew the attention of 
Jean Cocteau, who commissioned 





Élisabeth Garouste was born inàParisàinàñ949àandàmarriedà
the painter Gérard Garouste. She 
studied interior design at the 
École Camondo in Paris. From 
1980, she collaborated with Mattia 
Bonettiëàbornàinàñ9õóàinàLuganoà
(Switzerland), who had trained 
at a school of decorative arts. In 
ñ98òàtheàinterioràdecoratingàirmà
čansenàexhibitedàtheàworkàofàtheseà
two designers who had veered 
away from what were then the 
fashionable industrial and high 
tech trends. Instead, they proposed 
a primitives style that earned them 
theànicknameà'nouveauxàbarbares'à
('new barbarians'), after a Barbare 
chair exhibited at Jansen. 
The Prince Impérial chair was 
characteristicàofàtheiràcraft-likeà
approach. Made of wood painted 
in vivid colours and enveloped 
byàaàrafiaàskirtëàthisàuniqueàpieceà
reflects Garouste and Bonetti’s 
playful and theatrical world, 
inspiredàbyàtheàMiddleàAgesëàBlackà
Africa, Venetian Baroque and Arte 
Povera.àáThisàchairàresemblesàaà
totem and a sculpture. Around a 
table one needs at least eight light, 




those created for the campaign 
of Napoleon III’s son, against the 
Zulus, remain nothing but nice 
stories, neither very practical nor 
veryàdecorativeáàçStaudenmeyerëà


























In 1980, the Musée d’Orsay commissioned Gae Aulenti with 
the set up and decoration of its new 
premises. The mission of the Musée 
d’Orsay, established in a former 
railway station built by Victor Laloux 
in 1900, was to preserve and exhibit 
artàworksàandàotheràobjectsàfromà
the second half of the 20th century. 
Laloux’s building, with its open iron 
frameworkàandàtheàopulenceàofàitsà
eclectic décor, was a characteristic 
of the late 19th century Beaux-Arts 
tradition in French architecture. 
To transform spaces that had 
originally been intended for trains and 
passengersëàAulentiàbrokeàawayàfromà
the station’s structure and aesthetics: 
áTheàmainàcompositionàadoptedàwasà
deliberately and systematically in 
opposition and not in naturalistic or 
stylistic symbiosis, as if the buildings 
within the building analysed the 
process of this decomposition, this 
fragmentation, to lend form to the 
elements constituting their own 
languageáàçG.àAulentiè.àSheàdividedà
the majestic space of the hall by 
erecting massive partitions along 
the axis of the former rails. On this 
longitudinal axis, she created an 
orthogonalàframeworkàthatàallowedà
for particular movement between the 
rooms. On each side of the central 
path of the wings, she closed off the 
view by building two massive towers. 
In previous years, Gae Aulenti acquired 
international recognition for both her 
architecturalàworkàandàheràinteriorà




























In 2010, the Haut et Court agency for cinematographic production 
and distribution commissioned 
Matali Crasset to restructure 
the interior design of a cinema. 
She proposed a space that was 
largelyàopenàtoàtheàroadàthanksà
toàaàglassàfaȊadeàthroughàwhichà
the entrance hall and restaurant 
areaàwereàvisible.àáTheàleftàsideàofà
the entrance gave access to the 
cinema. On the right, the restaurant 
area. Between them, you could 
organise your time both before 
andàafteràtheàilm.àThisàcinemaà
has only one hall. It is designed 
to experience cinema with other 
people. The reception area is the 
heart;àitàisàsetàinàaàquasi-networkedà
metallic structure in which the 
functions of the cinema appear to 
beàarticulatedëàittingàtogetheràlikeàaà
óDàpuzzleàwhoseàelementsàareàtheà
roots. The seats are numbered, as 
at the theatre, and the cinema has 
anàonlineàbookingàsystemàenablingà
audiences to choose their seat and 
toàprintàtheiràticketàatàhome.àFinallyëà
the New Odeon is accessible on 
the ground floor, from the street, 
and has a lift leading up to the 










the Musée des Arts Décoratifs de 




































Inàò00óëàtheàCityàofàParisàlaunchedàaàcompetition for the transformation 
of the former Gaîté Lyrique Theatre, 
which had been built under the 
Second Empire but had not been 
used or maintained since 1967. 
The idea was to create a cultural 
centre for present-day music and 
contemporary arts. Manuelle 
Gautrand set herself two objectives 
in transforming the building: to create 
a place that welcomed all artistic 
forms and which also welcomed both 
artistsàandàtheàpublic:àáaà'permissive'à
place welcoming the random and 
theàunexpectedëàdeiningàwithoutà
predeiningàanythingëàallowingàaà
fusional and non-compartmentalized 
encounter between the digital arts 
and present-day music, between all 
the digital cultures irrespective of 
whatàtheyàareàandàinallyàaàplaceàopenà
to new types of encounter between 
artistsàandàtheàpublicáàçPressàReleaseëà
2007). 
To this end, the architect created 
two distinct types of space: spaces 
for presentation, consisting of 
three main halls - the auditorium, 
the multimedia theatre, and the 
conference hall - and areas for 
moving about and for documentation 
and exhibition. At the same time, 
she maintained an emphasis on 
flexibility and plasticity characterized 
byàtheà'littleàguides'ëàthatàareàásmallà
modulesàcontainingàtechniquesà[that]à
are dedicated to the artists or to the 
public, to creation, or to presentation. 
They enable one to create and un-


































































































































In 2008, Shohreh Davar Panah, founder of the Atelier Architectes 
Davar & Associés, won a 
competition to transform an 
oldàbuildingàunitàforàhabitationà
into social housing and shops. 
Based on her plan, she decided 
to demolish the old building and 
to replace it with a new one, for 
she would otherwise have been 
ableàtoàretainàonlyàtheàfaȊade.àTheà
architect nevertheless wished 
to maintain the layout the road, 
whichàwasàsituatedàinàaàworking-
class district that presented a 
typological diversity of buildings 
and scales. The volumes, rhythms 
andàscalesàofàheràbuildingàittedà
into the surroundings. She 
designed it as a sculpted compact 
volumeàforàwhichàsheàáborrowedà
from the somewhat severe 
character of the Rue Boinod, to 
then create a gradual transition 
towards the more domestic one of 
theàRueàduàNordáàçBorneëàò0ñóè.à
Theàtwoàscalesàareàmarkedlyà




flats per floor, along with a lift 
that opens onto landings from 
which the outside can be seen 
through glass panes. The entire 
buildingàisàcoveredàinàdarkàpatinaà
zinc and vertically punctuated 
by a geometric design based on 
theàlinesàofàtheàfaȊadesàandàtheà













This building, located in the Goutte d’Or district of Paris, 
isàsigniicantàforàitsàindustrialà
style that combines a metallic 
railing with plate-glass openings 
onàtheàfaȊade.àRestrictedàbyàtheà
narrowness of the stand, the 




Woman Architect Prize by the 
Association pour la Recherche sur 
la Ville et l’HabitatàçARVHAèàforàiveà
projects:àtheàáPhantomáà-àLŨOpȌraà
Restaurant (described in this guide 
onàouràirstàitineraryè;àtheàMuseumà
of Contemporary Art of Rome 
– MACRO; the Fonds Régional 
d’Art Contemporain of Brittany - 
FRAC Rennes (Brittany Regional 
ContemporaryàArt Fund;àtheàBanque 
Populaire de Bretagne (the Co-
operativeàBankàofàBrittanyèëàandà










TheseàñññàflatsëàbuiltàatàQuaià de la Loire 66 and Rue 
VincentàScottoà4–öàinàtheàñ9thà
Arrondissement, are divided 
between two separate buildings  
at right angles to one another  
– a layout bordering an inner 
courtyard and which allows a road 
to pass through. The elevation  
ofàtheàfaȊadesàevokesàtheà
classical language of architectural 
Modernism between the two  
World Wars, with its treatment of 
surfaces, vertical openings, and  
the use of concrete, and recalls  
the theories and practices of Aldo 
Rossi and Bernard Huet. 
EdithàGirardàwasàbornàinàñ949àandà
diedàinàò0ñ4.àSheàgraduatedàfromà
the École Nationale Supérieure 
d’Architecture de Paris-Belleville 
inàñ974.àČnàñ97öëàsheàtookàupàaà
teaching post there and helped 
found the UNO group, along with 
HenriàCirianiëàčean-PatrickàFortinà
and Claude Vié. She was also 
a visiting professor in various 
universities and institutes in 
the Netherlands, Canada, USA, 
Colombia, Lebanon and Japan. 
As a freelancer for an agency 
established in 1977 with her 
husband Olivier Girard, Edith Girard 
has always shown concern for a 
city in which there is a spirit of 
solidarity and humanity, where 
the inhabitants’ emotions are 
allowed to be expressed. This led 
herànaturallyàtoàfocusàheràworkàonà
housing, especially social housing. 
In 1985, she was shortlisted for 
the Equerre d’Argent prize for a 










The crèche, situated on the ground floor of an ordinary 
Parisian building from the 1970s, 
was initially concealed behind a 
blind wall. The municipality of the 
19th Arrondissement wanted to 
restructure the building and open it 
onto the street. 
Shohreh Davar Panah remodelled 
the alignment by surrounding it with 
repetitive modules consisting of 
coloured glass scales mounted on 
a discreet frame. The simplicity of 
the square glass panels contrasts 
with the chromatic palette, playing 
onàbluesàandàgreensëàpinksàandà
greys. The panels are made of 
laminatedàglassëàfulillingàsecurityà
requirements while following 
aesthetic criteria, guaranteeing 
light and transparency and allowing 
plays of colour that change with 











This residential complex, located in the higher-lying part of the  
Bellevilleàneighbourhoodëàoverlooksà
a series of low houses next to 
theàpark.àAsàaàwholeëàitàexpressesà
the architect’s convictions on the 
social function of construction: 
fragmentation in sequences, 
attention paid to the right ratio of 
built-up sites and empty space, 
reflection on domestic architecture 
and on its capacity to integrate the 
disorder caused by the occupation 
of buildings and the creation of 
places for sociability.
CatherineàFuretëàbornàinàñ9õ4ëà
graduated in architecture in 1980 
from the École Nationale Supérieure 
d’Architecture de Versailles (School 
of Architecture of Versailles). In 
the following year she obtained a 
post-graduate degree in History 
from the École des Hautes 
Études en Sciences Socials 
çThe School foràAdvanced Studiesà
inàthe Social Sciencesè.àAfteràaàtwo-
year period at the Villa Médicis on 
a grant from the Académie de France 
in Rome, she established her own 
agency in 1985. She also carried on 
teachingëàirstàinàVersaillesàandàthenà
in Clermont-Ferrand and at the École 









The Rue des Pyrénées project represents a harmonious 
adaptation of a building, consisting 
of social housing and a nursery, 
in composite architectural 
surroundings. Taillandier 
proposes a homogenous style 
of architecture, with a play of 
recesses and projections on the 
faȊadeëàandàcomplexàarticulationà
with surrounding buildings, as well 
as a subtle architecture, with her 





Ingrid Taillandier graduated 
in architecture from the École 
d’Architecture de Paris-Belleville 
(School of Architecture of Paris) 
in 2000 and obtained a Master’s 
degree from Columbia University 
inàNewàYork.àSheàworksàinàthreeà
ields:àarchitectureëàinàFranceàandà
abroad (collaborating with Philippe 
Gazeau, Richard Meier, Behnish 
& Partners); teaching at the École 
d’Architecture de Versailles (School 
of Architecture of Paris); and the 
theoretical reflection on questions 
of density and height of buildings. 
Sheàwasàalsoàtheàscientiicàorganizerà
for the exhibition L’Invention de la 
Tour Européenne at the Pavillon de 












TheàwesternàParisianàdistrictsàwereàmarkedàoffàbyàtheàRoyalàRoad,àwhichàrunsàfromàtheàPalais du Louvre toàthe DéfenseàviaàtheàCarouselàandà
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áOrigamiáà-àOficeàBuilding




When the car manufacturer Citroën wished to convert a 
narrowàstandàçñ0àmàwideàandàó0àmà
long) that it owned on Paris’ most 
prestigious avenue, the Champs-
Élysées, into a showroom it turned 
to Manuelle Gautrand’s agency. The 
architect chose to treat the project 
as a transparent showcase allowing 
the centrally situated monumental 
sculpture to be visible from the 
road:àáThisàsculptureàisàaàgiantà
display around which visitors turn 
via a succession of landings and 
staircases that lead to the top of the 
building, from where the view onto 
theàavenueàbelowàisàmagniicent.à
The cars are displayed on revolving 
circular platforms covered in facetted 
mirrorsàthatàfragmentàtheiràimageáà
çGautrandëàò007è.àTheàfaȊadeàisà
based on the double chevron, the 
irmŨsàsymbolëàoveràtheàentranceàporchà
andàthenàrepeatedàhigheràup:àáTheà
outer shell, in a single swoop and 
made completely in glass, reflects 
the chevron: the company’s emblem. 
OnàtheàfaȊadeàthatàoverlooksàtheà
Champs-Élysées the shell starts 
with a simple, flat and regular 
curtain-wall. The double chevron 
then appears, and is developed more 
and more freely and inventively, right 
upàtoàtheàtop.àTheàglassàfaȊadeàisà
bent, a giant piece of origami, tinted 
withàwhiteàandàredàtranslucentàilmsà
suffusing the inside with a soft white 
lightáàçGautrandëàò007è.àManuelleà
Gautrand, born in 1961, graduated 
in architecture from the École 
Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture de 
Montpellier in 1985. In 1991, she set 















Manuelle Gautrand called this oficeàbuildingàonàtheàAvenueà
Friedland, close to the Place de 
LŨÉtoileëàtheàūOrigamiŬ.àTheàprojectà
included two separate parts: a twenty-
metre long main building along 
the avenue and an annex behind it, 
between two gardens. On the avenue, 
theàarchitectàdesignedàaàglassàfaȊadeà
partially covered by a second layer of 
glass, which gave it the appearance 
of folded marble creating a coloured 
vibration. 
TheàbuildingàwasàcalledàáOrigamiáà
because of this second layer 
composed of 'creased' glass panels 
formed from a serigraphy with a 
marble motif, on a double layer of 
laminated glass. The symmetrical 
panels are creased and assembled 
inàpairsëàformingàanà'open-book'à
motive that exploits the graphic 
effect of marble veins. This second 
translucentàandàpreciousà'skin'àservesà





Patricia Leboucq, who has been practising independently since 
1986, received the Cogedim de 
la Première Œuvre award for this 
residential building created in 
ñ99ò.àThisàworkàadoptedàtheàsameà
principle as on neighbouring plots: a 
building on the road, a garden, and a 
buildingàonàtheàcourtyard.àTheàfaȊadeà
overlookingàtheàroadàblendsàwithàtheà
staggering of the semi-detached 
buildings and received special 
treatment through the use of noble 
materials such as Beauval or Cardoso 
stone, or white marble that partially 
conceals the entrance of the building. 
As a whole, it attests to the common 
language for residential buildings 
constructed in the last decade of 
the century, and which can be found 
in many projects: a modest and 
somewhat banal modernity that 
complies with the constraints of 














With this plan, Catherine Furet was confronted with a 
complex situation. The project in Rue 
Leblanc in the 15th Arrondissement 
of Paris was on the very edge of 
the demarcation line of the Petite 
Ceinture; that is, close to the former 
railway line that surrounded Paris 
within the Boulevards des Maréchaux. 
The plot for this north-facing building 
was next to the railway line and over 
a hundred metres long. The idea was 
to create a long slab building - typical 
of low-cost housing built in the 1950s 
and 1960s - so the plan (consisting of 
forty-two flats, four individual houses 
andàparkingàspacesèàwasàdividedà
into four plots, each with flats on 
six levels and four individual houses 
on two levels at the end of the plot, 
away from the road, with a private 
garden. 
The various buildings were set on a 
brickàbaseàthatàhousedàtheàparkingà
spaces and entrances. The cast 
concrete was combined with white-
coated prefabricated elements on the 
faȊade.àOverallëàthisàentityàgivesàtheà
impression of being an architectural 










In 1979 a music hall, the Dunois Theatre devoted primarily to jazz, 
was set up in a former postal depot 
that had become a warehouse and 
was to be demolished. The theatre 
was rebuilt in 1990 on a triangular 
plot in a part of the city that was both 
residential and industrial. 
The project, commissioned to 
Edith Girard, consisted of eighty-six 
dwellingsëàiveàartistsŨàworkshopsà
and the new theatre. The architect 
designed two separate sets of 
buildings: one along the road that 
was residential, with the theatre on 
two levels; and the artists’ studios 
away from the road on a separate 
plot, on three levels topped with a 
gangway leading to four studios. 
With its complex composition and 
an accessible terrace, the building 
was intended to be an homage to 
Le Corbusier’s architecture, while at 
theàsameàtimeàevokingàaàrevisitedà
Haussmann tradition, owing to the 



















Union Centrale des Arts Décoratifsàinà1925,à
sheàparticipatedàinàtheàsameàyearàinàtheà
International Exposition of Modern Industrial 
and Decorative Artsàand,àtheàfollowingàyear,àinà







































































































çFabbrica Italiana Automobili Torinoè factory Lingottoàç19ú2è,àtheàapprovalàofà






200ôàbyàtheàOrderàofàArchitectsà-àOATàçOrdine degli Architetti Pianiicatori, 
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The Gobetti Theatre was built to host the seat of the Turin 
AmateuràDramaticàSocietyàinàñ840.à
It was designed by Giuseppe Leoni 
following the typical Italian theatre 
plan scheme, with the exception of 
some variations. According to the 
NeoclassicalàmoreàŧdemocraticŨàideaà
of art, in fact, the traditional tiers of 
boxes were avoided. It was later used 
asàaàproseàtheatreàandàinallyàclosedà
in the 1980s for safety reasons. 
The restoration project involved the 
conservation of the foyer and the 
main hall, including the stuccoed 
ionic parastas and frescoes. On the 
historicalàfaȊadeëàfacingàViaàRossiniëà
a careful restoration of the plasters 
and decorations was realized.
Theàrenovationàworkàalsoàinvolvedà
the spatial and functional 
organization of the building’s 
historical core, where technical 
facilities were enlarged and 
improved. Additional spaces have 




yellow-painted windows frames. 
The new construction consists in a 
semi-cylindrical building on pillars, 
completely hidden to the theatre 
and designed to accommodate the 
services area.
The connection between original 
and new elements is the basic 
underlying concept of the project, 
which is typical of Italian restoration 
style since the 1950s especially 
inàbuildingsàforàculture.àThisàworkà
received the Architetture Rivelate 



























































The ancient Acaja family castle, which included one of the city 
Romanàgatesàinàtheàñóthàcenturyëà
is one of the most multi-layered 
buildings in Turin. Originally Roman, 
then Medieval, the building was 
later extended by Filippo Juvarra to 
give the royal Savoy family another 
gorgeous residence during the late 
Baroqueàperiodàçñ7ñ8−òñè.àČtàwasà
restored in the last years of 19th 
century by Alfredo D’Andrade, who 
structured the project showing 
the different phases of the ancient 
building.
Entrusted to the city administration 
at the beginning of the last 
century, Palazzo Madama housed 
the Civic Museum of Ancient Art 
sinceàñ9ó4.àTheàchangesàinàpublicà
exhibition venue safety regulation 
forced the museum to close in 
1988. Extensive restoration of almost 
aàdecadeàofàworksàwasàcarriedàoutà
up to 1996 by a group of architects 
and restorers, in order to show to the 









































included philological restoration of 
the Juvarra's monumental staircase, 
the anastylosis of the Medieval court 
and the positioning of glass over 
the archaeological excavations. The 
visitors to the museum can have a 
feel of the original interior, as well as 
113
witnessing new solutions such 
as the steel staircases in the 
tower facing the Po river and the 
ŧtreasure-roomsŨàinàwhichàsomeàofà
the themes of the collection are 
reunited and explained in detail. 
E.D.
M
This building is probably one of the most important testimonies 
of the Medieval period of the city. 
Originally built with Roman materials, 
it was supposedly the residence of 
theàDukeàduringàtheàLangobardicà
domination (6th century). Afterwards 
it was rebuilt several times and 
consequently showing a 16th century 
faȊadeëàwithàmullionedàwindows.àČtà
was then restored in the late 19th 
century by Riccardo Brayda, one of 
the protagonists of the Gothic Revival 
in Turin. Heavily damaged by Second 
World War bombing, the building was 
completely rebuilt during the 1950s, 
withàonlyàtheàfaȊadeàstillàstanding.à
In 2011, in accordance with a wider 
programme of renovation of the 
ŧRomanàdistrictŨëàaàprojectàoverseenà
byàtheàCulturalàHeritageàOficeàwasà
assigned to the De Ferrari’s studio. 
The project was aimed at preserving 
theàmedievalàpartsàandàevokingàtheà
former tower system still present 
in some of the remaining Medieval 
houses. The project involved the 
insertionàofàaànewëàmodern-lookingà
tower that connects the historic 
faȊadeàofàtheàbuildingàtoàtheàpost-
war construction. Five residential 
units and two commercial ones 
were created using only one-half 
of the original building, while 
the remaining part still awaits a 
complete restoration. There are 
also two terraces on different levels 
overlookingàtheàoldàtownëàwithàitsà
Roman, Medieval and Renaissance 
sights.àThisàworkàreceivedàtheà







































The project involved the renovation and extension of a 
historicàblockàinàTurinàcityàcentre.à
The University Residence houses 
49àbedsàplusàoneàforàaàdisabledà
student and common areas for 
cookingëàmeetingëàstudyingàandà
recreation. The decision to create 
two separate buildings, one in Via 
CappelàVerdeàwithàiveàstoreysàandà
another one in Via Porta Palatina 
with four, made it easier to integrate 
the renovation with nearby buildings 
of different heights, giving a greater 
uniformityàtoàtheàfaȊades.àTheà
sequence of buildings in Via Cappel 
Verde repeats and reinforces the 
historic layout of the street, which 
concludes with a slight retreat from 
the street line, communicating with 
the church of the Holy Spirit and the 
churchyard.
There is an opening between the 
two buildings which favours the 
illumination and ventilation of 
theàcourtyardëàhelpingàtoàmakeàità
a pleasant public space, but the 
buildings are connected by two 
walkwaysàcoveredàinàmetalëàwithà
aàdesignàthatàevokesàtheàmetalà
inserts common in 19th century 
architecture. Similar metal details 
are in the canopy of the entrance 
and above windows and shops. 
Similarly the tubular inserts, the 
arched openings, dormers of 
variousàshapesàandàcurvedàfaȊadesà
help to enliven this inclusion of the 
new in the stately context. Maria 
Teresa Massa (1960), collaborator 
ofàPietroàDerossiàfromàñ98óàtoàñ994ëà
contributedàsigniicantlyàtoàtheà
project both in the creative and the 
execution phases. GíMí
115
Palazzo Lascaris was originally built as an aristocratic home 
probably by architect Amedeo di 
Castellamonteàbetweenàñööóàandà
ñööõ.àČtàwasàreworkedàinàtheàlateàñ9thà
century following the neo-Baroque 
taste, then almost completely 
destroyed during Second World War. 
It was rebuilt during the 1950s to 
host the Commerce Chamber with 
a reinforced concrete structure. 
Afterwards the property passed 
to the regional administration that 
decided to settle its headquarters 
there. The project was entrusted in 
ñ97öàtoàAlbiniŨsàarchitecturalàirmëà
which was particularly involved in 
theàconceptàofàŧconstructingàwithinà
theàconstructionŨ.ààTheàirmàwasà
requested to design a new  main 
assembly hall, a couple of minor 
ones and all the spaces designated 
toàtheàpublicàandàtheàoficials.à
Together with the restoration of 
the surviving painted, carved and 
stuccoed decorations the renovation 
focused on closing the loggias at 
the main level with glass panels 
thereby allowing insulated access 
toàtheàdifferentàoficesàalmostà
without interfering with the previous 
interior layout. The renovated 
Council conference room is on the 
floor below the courtyard, with an 
elliptic plan and a conical roof. The 
characteristic of the project is also 
the accuracy in designing interiors, 
furniture, display and signposting in 
accordance with the architecture: a 
hallmarkàofàČtalianàdesignàofàwhichà










































The urban project covers the area that previously hosted a 
17th century convent and then the 
headquarters of the Royal Industrial 
Museum (1862). The area was 
heavily damaged during Second 
World War, remaining an empty 
space until 1997. The municipality 
then launched an international 
design competition in order to create 
aàtwoàlevelàundergroundàcaràparkëà
leaving a wide outdoor public space. 
The centre of the square is below 
pavement level and can be reached 
by four surrounding sloping surfaces. 
The resulting spatial organization 
creates a direct relationship between 
the square and the buildings 
around it: the San Giovanni Battista 
hospital, the Chamber of Commerce 
çñ9öõ−7òèàbyàCarloàMollinoàandàtheà
formeràStockàExchangeàçñ9õó−õöèàbyà
Roberto Gabetti and Aimaro Isola. 
Twoàslopesàlinkàtheàcentralàspaceà
with the surroundings streets, while 
theàotheràtwoàformàŧwingsŨàcoveringà
theàparkingàentrancesàandàramps.à
Furthermore, three of the slopes 
contains green areas, whereas 
the fourth has stone paving. In the 
middle of the square a glass building 
has been constructed, originally 
designed to house an information 
centre, now hosting a pub. Near 
the pub another building has been 
designed to house the Jazz Club. 
The result is a wide urban public 
square, where youngsters can meet 
andàskateàonàtheàslightlyàslopingà
surfaces and people can sit on the 
wood terraces and stone benches, 




Closely related to the theme of the humanisation of care, 
the project represents one of the 
irstàexamplesàofàsoftàqualitiesà
within the hospital heritage in 
Turin. The space below the church, 
previously used as a pharmaceutical 
warehouse, was transformed into 
a multipurpose room dedicated 
both to care and to art exhibitions, 
conferences and performances. In 
this way a particularly evocative space 
was revived - an underground room 
dominatedàbyàaàsemi-circularàbrickàvaultà
with nails - surrounded by a circular 
passage through which the dead were 
takenàtoàtheàmortuary.
Through a few careful interventions the 
space was returned to public use and 
set up as a meeting place between the 
hospital and the city, turning a place of 
death into a place of life.
The design choice wanted to 
respect the original features with 
minimal intervention through the 
use of light and colour as qualifying 
elements. For economic reasons 
it was decided not to replace the 
existing light installations but 
simply to screen them from view by 
introducing a bright velarium placed 
diagonally to the floor.
In order to allow the spatial 
perception of the room, characterized 
by unique aesthetic values, the 
velarium was designed not as a 
traditional false ceiling, but as 
a light element independent of 
the structures from which it is 
suspended by means of slender steel 
rods. The system creates a bright 
















































Based on an ancient complex, church and monastery, designed 
in the late 16th century and the 
beginning of 18th by Ascanio Vitozzi 
and Amedeo di Castellamonte, the 
core of the museum was the product 
of the collaboration between the 
Club Alpino Italiano (CAI) and the 
cityàadministrationàinàñ874.àTheà
museum, named Museo Nazionale 
della Montagna Duca degli Abruzzi 
inàñ94òëàwasàimprovedàandàenlargedà
- following war damage - till the 
beginning of the 1990s, together 
with the consolidation of the whole: 
church, street, monastery and hill 
complex. At the turn of the century, 
the museum management together 
with a team of architects began 
a new project of restoration and 
museum set design to enhance 
the quality of the building and the 
collections, aiming at connecting the 
spectacularàskylineàofàmountainsà
outdoors to the collections indoor. 
To achieve this the project focused 
on the layout of the original 
museum rooms. Furthermore, it is 
characterized by new connecting 
elements, such as the steel staircase 
and glass elevator, a new vertical 
axis to the Vedetta Alpina on the new 
panoramic terrace placed on the 
octagonal drum. Even the natural 
light plays an important role entering 
into the four glass pyramids on 
theàroofàandàreachingàtheàirstàfloorà
halls. The so-enlightened collection 
is settled as a mix of documents 
about the mountain modern 
lifestyle, the historical conquests 










































































































The destination of the large industrial areas in the north 
of Turin, abandoned in the 1980s, 
changed with the master plan of 
1995, under the programme of urban 
renewal called Spina 3. The former 
Michelin factory was completely 
destroyed, preserving only the 
cooling tower, while the surrounding 
areas were developed to house 
residential and tertiary activities. The 
multifunctional centre was designed 
to become the core of this new 
urbanisation and it includes a cinema, 
aàlargeàshoppingàcentreëàoficesëà
restaurantsëàbarsëàshopsàandàparking.
Various buildings arranged around a 
public/private space host the different 
functions of the complex. The core 
isàsomethingàlikeàaàsquareàlaidàoutà
on different levels connected by 
suspendedàwalkwaysëàelevatorsëà
escalators and balconies. The 
buildings, while adopting a uniform 
modern language, have autonomous 
inishingàandàcompositionalà
choices:àbrickàwallsëàsteelàandàglassà
transparent screens, alternating 
openings and closures.
The multifunctional centre, in spite 
of the good quality design of the 
public space, shows the effect of the 
culture of today that promotes the 
building of large shopping centres 
as substitutes for traditional urban 
social life. These spaces, although 
wellàdesignedëàareàcalledàŧnon-placesŨà
because of their anonymity and their 

























The covering of the Maglio Courtyard was an opportunity to 
reuse one of the four courtyards of 
the abandoned area of the ex-Military 
Arsenal, in the context of a wider 
requaliicationàplanàforàPortaàPalazzoà
market.àTheàaimsàofàtheàprojectëà
headed by the City of Turin, was to 
open a new passage following the 
course of the ancient Molassi canal, 
originally used as an energy resource 
for local industry and then closed.
The new covered square houses 
workshopsëàshopsëàbarsàandàspacesà
for graphic designers and artists 
assigned by a call for tenders. 
The new roof covers the public 
space with a truncated pyramid 
in laminated timber supported by 
four steel struts and a series of 
secondary elements that reinforce 
the four surfaces. The result is a 
fascinating wide space that recalls 
its industrial past through the 
presenceàofàtheàoriginalàbrickàwalls.à
In the centre of the square, the 
iron trip hammer of the old military 
factory stands as a testimony of 
industrial archaeology and became 
the fulcrum of the new space.
The respect of the historical and 
social context and the use of 
sustainable materials, such as wood, 
integrated with iron structures, 
show a modern sensibility 
that characterizes the urban 
transformation of the former Arsenal 
as one of the most interesting in 
the recent history of Turin’s passage 
from industrial to post-industrial city. 



















with Via Cottolengo. The plan was 
not approved, but was the starting 
point for subsequent action. With 
the transition of the property from 
military use to the City, the buildings 
wereàearmarkedàforàtheàassistanceà
activities of the Servizio Missionario 
GiovaniàçSERMČGè.àČnàtheàirstàhalfàofà
the 1990s Adriana Comoglio with 
a large group of designers studied 
the feasibility of the recovery of 
the Arsenal according to the new 
Master Plan of the City. Comoglio’s 
project team freed the canal route 
from incongruous buildings adding 
aànumberàofàwateràtanksàtoàrecallà
its former use. The team also freed 
the four courtyards to the south, 
connecting each other, while a 
ifthàremainedàwithàtheàinternalà
construction.
The spaces of the former Arsenal are 
now used for commercial activities 
andàworkshopsàwhileàtheàmainà
building has become the Holden 
School headquarter. The project, 
which is a positive example of urban 
transformation in compliance with 
heritage and the conservation of its 
memoryëàwonàtheàò004àArchitectureà















The reuse of the former Military Arsenal in Borgo Dora began 
withàaàplanàbackedàbyàtheàmayorà
Diego Novelli and drawn up by 
architects Torretta and Brusasco 
in the early 1980s. The aims of the 
planàwereàtoàmakeàtheàcomplexà
accessible, to maintain the historic 
parts and to demolish unnecessary 
buildings, opening a new passage 
















TheàoriginalàworkàbyàarchitectàTisi is in the courtyard of the 
University Campus Luigi Einaudi 
çò0ñóè.àTheàuniversityàcomplexàisà
located in a former industrial area, 
next to the Dora River. Over the last 
years the district has undergone 
many transformations that 
persuaded architect Norman Foster 
toàintroduceàaàbreakàpointàwithàtheà
surrounding context.
By reinventing the internal garden 
ofàtheàbuildingëàthisàworkàofàartàitsà
into the context and moves away 
from the traditional concept of 
art, becoming a space to be used 
during the students’ daily life. Both 
aesthetical and functional features 
are wisely combined. Art becomes 
living art. The innovative creation 
tries to reproduce a harmonious 
landscape, bringing the spectator 
backàtoàaàprimordialàplaceàthatà
aspires to counterbalance the 
extremely contemporary building 
structure. Principio consists of 
two creations, Cosmo and …lunare, 
placed to delimit a path through 
vegetation. Cosmo consists of 
two low hills made of organic 
andàartiicialàmaterial;àitàpresentsà
a characteristic sculpted Nanto 
stone element settled in a concave 
surface that is reminiscent of a 
moon crater. At the opposite side 
…lunare is less structured than 
Cosmo, suggesting an idea of peace 
that seems to invite the spectator to 
reflect. This contemplative function 
is underlined by Luigi Einaudi’s 





The building is located in a semi-central area of the city 
near the Dora River. The former 
industrial building, after several 
interventions over the years, was 
recovered and redesigned in 
1999 by UdA architectural studio 
to accommodate a club and a 




project by Andrea Andrich and TRA 
Architetti completely changed the 
spatial and functional organization of 
the club.
On the ground floor a covered corridor 
connects the street to the internal 
courtyard, allowing the visitors to 
reach the club entrance. There, the 
serviceàspacesàçcloakroomëàbaràandà
restrooms) have been located in order 
to connect two dance floors.
To reach the second floor of the 
building visitors go up an external 
steel staircase located into the 
courtyard. The upper hall is a long 
and free open-space area. It is 
characterized by reinforced concrete 
pillars and big windows. The second 
floor also opens onto an outdoor 
terrace which faces the internal 
courtyard.
The connection between the various 
spaces and their functions, together 
with the relationship between the 
current and former building are the 
basic underlying concepts of the 
project. To this end, new components 
have been added and the careful use 
of contemporary materials - metal, 

































Located on a steep slope, the building was designed to be 
partially underground in order to 
minimize its visual impact and help 
it blend in with the beautiful hilly 
landscape of the Turin Astronomical 
Observatory area.
Čnini.toàwasàdesignedàbyàarchitectà
Loredana Dionigio - in collaboration 
with engineer Giancarlo Gonnet - as 
a dynamic and open architectural 
work.àČtàhousesàtheàthreeàstoreyà
museum and the big sphere of the 
planetarium which is surrounded 
by a suspended ramp that provides 
additional exhibit space.
Evokingàastronomicalàgeometriesëà
an elliptical terrace leads into 
the entrance hall from which a 
helicoidallyàstairàtakesàvisitorsàtoà
the floors below, where the museum 
and the educational itinerary are. 
On the lowest floor, the audio-visual 
library occupies the entire surface 
of the building, connecting the 
museum area to the planetarium in 
a large open-space.
The interior space is brought to life 
byàaàŧspideràglassŨàconeàthatàgivesà




valley consists of a ventilated 
double glass wall supported by a 
metal structure. Inside the building, 
multiple points of views are offered 
by transparencies and a concept 
of fluid functional distribution 
gives rise to an unexpected and 
unpredictableàambience.àThisàworkà
received the Architetture Rivelate 





















The Land UseàPlanàç19úù−95èàforesawàtheàgradualàcoveringàupàofàtheà 
railwayàlinesàthatàdividedàtheàcityàtogetheràwithàintensiveàrenovationàworksàinà 
theàsurroundingsàex-industrialàareasíàTheàresultingàaxis,àalsoàknownàas Spina 

















Crossingàtheàrailway,àvisitorsàwillàreachàtheàTorino Esposizioni exhibitionà 
complex,àbuiltàbetweenà19ó6àandà19óúàbyàEttoreàSottsassàsríàandàextendedà
twoàtimesàbyàPieràLuigiàNerviàç196ú,à1950èíàResidenceàDuàParcàç5,ànowàDuparcà




































































Via Pastrengo, 88 - Moncalieri (Torino)
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As part of the transformation ofàbrownieldsàinàTurinëàtheà
Spina 2 sector is among the most 
successful urban sectors both 
for functional choices and for the 
design of public spaces. Among 
the elements of this quest for 
urban quality was the choice to 
maskàtheàcumbersomeàthermalà
power heating construction, 
functional to the neighbourhood 
and to the Polytechnic, but built 
with no attention to the context. The 
maskingàwasàcarriedàoutàwithàmetalà
screens and a grid for lining the 
chimneys. The shields, consisting 
of diagonal bands of stainless steel, 
denser at the bottom and more 
spaced out further up, curved and 
partially overlapping, appear light and 
mobile. The steel reflects the light 
ofàtheàsunàbyàdayàandàtheàartiicialà
lighting at night, dematerializing 
the banal thermal power district 
heating building and creating an 
attractive sight, which has become 
aàlocalàlandmark.
MarianneàBufiàwithàheràhusbandà
Jean Pierre and their partner Hugh 
Dutton helped with this and other 
projectsàinàtheàdificultàattemptàtoà
improve the quality of urban public 
spaces. Attempt late started by the 
Administration trying to control the 
too rapid transformation of derelict 
brownieldàsites.àTheàprojectàwonàinà
the 2010 the Architecture Rivelate 






















The building is located near the Spina - north-south axis of the 
cityŨsàredevelopmentàçñ998−ò0ñ0è.à
It was commissioned by the Sports 
Division of the City to house the 
largest indoor public climbing-walls 
in Italy (1,000 m² with 5,000 holds) 
andàitàhasàbecomeàaàlocalàlandmark.
The architects in chief - Erica Ribetti 
and Silvia Zanetti - reused a former 
municipal power station to house 
all user and staff facilities. They 
added two inter-connected new 
architectural bodies with different 
heights in accordance with the 
height of the climbing-walls that 
had to be located indoors. The more 
spectacular part of the building 
is 20 m high and houses the 18 
m climbing-wall for competitions. 
Čtàisàshapedàlikeàaàwedgeàwithàaà
structure made of a series of pre-
tensioned beams in laminated wood 
that is hinged to a single reinforced 
concrete pillar and braced by the 
metal cylinder of the lift shaft.
The exterior side facing the street 
isàentirelyàglazedëàthusàmakingàtheà
climbers visible day and night. The 
rooingàandàpartàofàtheàfaȊadesà
are coated with grey zinc-titanium 
whichàevokesàtheàcoloursàofàtheà
mountains, while the interior space 
features a bright orange colour.
Theàworkàhasàbeenàconsideredà
outstanding architecture for its 
advanced building and equipment 
technologies such as ventilated 
wallsàandàrooingëàphotovoltaicà
panels and low emission glass 
curtain walls. In 2009 it won the 




The new parish complex replaced anàearlieràoneàbuiltàinàñ9óò.àTheà
church - topped by a crystalline 
dome structure - and its high 
solitary bell tower were designed 
toàbecomeàaàlocalàlandmarkàinàanà
area that was situated between a 
residential zone and an industrial 
district.
The church stands two and a half 
meters from ground level, above 
a crypt that was built in order 
to support the foundations of a 
church. Access to parish annexes 
wasàkeptàatàtheàsameàlevelàasàtheà
crypt, under the parvis, in order 
for the church to stand out more. 
The architects in chief from Studio 
Zuccotti (since 1951) - sister and 
brother Giovanna Maria (1926 
−ò004èàandàGianàPioàçñ9ò7èàwithà
his wife Maria Carla Lenti (1929) - 
succeeded in designing an innovative 
religious building thus anticipating 
the functional needs for the new 
liturgical guidelines laid down by the 
SecondàVaticanàCouncilàçñ9öò−öõèà
immediately afterwards. The church 
has a polygonal central plan with 
the main altar in the centre, thus 
emphasising the communitarian 
importance of the mass. The roof’s 
triangular geometry reminds the 
visitor of the most spectacular 
Baroque churches in Turin. Its 
formal appearance is both modern 
and unconventional due to the 
lackàofàdecorationëàasàwellàasàtheà
dome’s exposed reinforced concrete 
structure and the use of sober 
materialsàsuchàasàfacingàbricksàandà
Lusernaàstone.àČnàò0ñ0ëàthisàworkà
received the Architetture Rivelate 
































Toolbox is situated in a semi-central area of the city next 
to the rapidly changing San 
Salvario neighborhood. It is a 
co-workingàspaceàlocatedàinàaà
former manufacturing building 
near the railway line. The project 
is conceived as a professional 
incubator and it is designed to deal 
with the needs of a new generation 
of free-lancers. It consists in a 
space available for professionals 
inàdifferentàields.àThereàareà
forty-fouràindividualàworkstationsà
with additional facilities. The 
main open-space area is divided 
lengthwise by some technical and 
functional compartments. The 
main idea of the project was to 
mediate between the plurality of 
users’ needs and the coherence of 
the design, combining spaces for 
socialization and relax with spaces 
for privacy and concentration. A 
variety of the solutions is obtained 
by using an adaptable component 





rubber, gloss paint - according to 
itsàspeciicàfunctionàasàwellàasàitsà
climaticëàvisualàandàsoundàprooingà
requirements. The result is a very 
flexible space allowing an almost 
limitlessànumberàofàconiguration.à
Through an automated system for 
the control of lighting, access and 
use of facilities each professional 
canàdesignàhisàpersonalàproileëà
according to his needs. The project 
won the Architetture Rivelate prize 
in 2012. C.S., A.S.
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This tall modern building is situated near the Po river 
and next to the mid-19th century 
Valentinoàpark.àBuiltàinàñ97ñàbyàtheà
architects Laura Petrazzini (Turin, 
ñ9óñ−8öèàinàcollaborationàwithà
her husband Corrado Levi (Turin, 
ñ9óöèëàtheàResidenceàDuàParcàhasà
always been considered prominent 
contemporary architecture in Turin. 
Here the architects succeeded in 
combining the functionality of Italian 
Rationalism with the expressiveness 
of Brutalism in an original composition 
that is still unique today.
TheàplanàandàfaȊadesàwereàdesignedà
on an orthogonal grid based on a 
squareàmoduleàofà90àcm.àTheàfaȊadeà
isàdeinedàasàanàoverlapàofàlayersà
in which the primary elements are 
exposed reinforced concrete panels. 
Inside there are large open spaces, 
withàlight-illedàroomsàthanksàtoàtheà
wall-windows giving exceptional 
views of Turin’s hills. The hall and 
original apartments were designed 
toàholdàoutstandingàworksàofàartàandà
furniture design from the sixties and 
early 1970s.
Čnàò0ñ4àtheàapartmentàhotelàwasà
converted into a luxury apartment 
building, with a new restaurant 
and an oriental spa. It hosts an 
extraordinary collection of modern 
andàcontemporaryàworksàofàartëà
including masterpieces by Arte Povera 
artists.
In 2002 Laura Petrazzini was included 
in the Albo d’Onore del Novecento 
(Honour Roll of the 20th century) 
and in 2007 the Residence Du Parc 
















































The AC Hotel is located in a former industrial district of 
the city. The original building was 
designed in 1908 by engineer 
Angelo Santonè to host a pasta 
factory.àČtàwasàoneàofàtheàirstà
industrial building in Turin to be 
built with reinforced concrete pillars 
and beams. After the damages 
caused during the Second World 
War, the building was restored and 
became property of the adjacent 
Vermouth Carpano factory. In 1996 
the company moved to Milan and 
the factory complex was left vacant. 
A proposal for the reuse of the 
building was approved according to 
theàò00óàurbanàplan.àTheàrenovationà
project was designed by Negozio 
Blu Architetti Associati and the 
AC Hotel was opened in 2005. 
The architects’ main idea was 
to preserve the original features 
of the building by underlining its 
clear lines. The building consists 
ofàaàfour-storeyàblockàwithàwhiteà
faȊadesàcharacterizedàbyàaàseriesà
of vaulted windows. A two-storey 
addition was designed in 1921 by 
engineer Pietro Gambetta and now 
hosts the reception and the hall. 
These spaces lead to the main 
building’s ground floor, where the 
common areas - lounge, restaurant 
and relaxation areas - are located. 
Here, the wide open-space area has 
been divided with light partitioning 
walls, in order to emphasize the 
characteristic concrete structure. 
The series of large windows create 
a space full of light, that opens onto 
an internal courtyard with a garden 
by the architect Francesca Bagliani. 
EíGí
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The food and wine centre Eataly is located in a peripheral area 
characterized by a series of former 
industrial buildings dating from the 
early 20th century: the FIAT Lingotto 
caràfactoryàçñ9ñõ−òöèëàaàpastaà
factoryàçñ908−òñèàandàtheàVermouth 
Carpano liqueur company complex 
çñ900−47è.àFromàtheàsecondàhalfà
of the 1980s the area underwent 
some important transformations. 
The FIAT Lingotto factory was turned 
into a multifunctional centre (1982), 
the former pasta factory building 
was transformed into the AC Hotel 
çò00ó−0õèàandàtheàformeràVermouth 
Carpano complex was reused to 
house the multifunctional centre of 
Eatalyàçò004−07è.
The main entrance has been 
opened into the long red-painted 
wall facing the Lingotto factory. The 
interior, characterized by a series 
ofàbuildingsàlinkedàbyàaàsystemàofà
internal courtyards, squares and 
walkwaysëàhasàbeenàpreservedà
and emphasised. It recalls an 
urbanàspaceàwithàmarketàstallsà
for food tasting and buying. There 
are different levels, with various 
thematic areas. Further facilities 
have been added such as didactic 
and exposition areas, a library, a 
conference room and the Carpano 
Museum. An additional light steel 
and glass structure covers the central 




The facing outdoor area is a large 
public pedestrian square, designed 























































The Exhibition Palace named ŧPalavelaŨàwasàbuiltàinàñ9ö0à
and designed by Annibale and 
Giorgio Rigotti as the Ente Moda 
headquarters. Incorporated in the 
planàofàáČtaliaàŧöñ", it was designed to 
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the 
uniicationàofàČtaly.àČtàhasàtheàstructureà
designed by Nicola Esquillan for the 
pavilion of CNIT in Paris and further 
developed with the collaboration of 
Franco Levi, passing from a triangular 
plan to a hexagonal one, with three 
cantilever edges. The double shell, 
connected by thin ribs and resting on 
three points, constitutes a covered 
area of 15,000 m2, with a maximum 
height of 29 m, held up by huge 
windowsëàaàworkàofàhighàengineering.
The building, whose ownership  
passed to the City of Turin, was  
used over time for exhibitions  
and indoor sporting activities.  
For the 2006 Winter Olympics  
theàCityàCouncilàdecidedàtoàmakeà 
it the hub of activities related to  
indoor winter sports. The project, 
awarded to Gae Aulenti through  
an international competition,  
involved the construction of a  
new entirely independent building, 
which is underneath the preserved 
and restored vault. The outcome 
isàanàeficientàbuildingàforàsportsà
ice characterized by a septum in 
reinforced concrete, coloured red,  
withà9ó00àseats.
Gae Aulenti, an internationally 
renownedàarchitectàknownàforàherà
workàasàaàmodernàdesigneràandà
for major urban interventions and 
museumàinstallationsëàhereàconirmedà

















Located in a former industrial district in the Turin metropolitan 
area, the Limone foundries 
workedàmetalsàfromàtheàñ9õ0sà
to their closure in 1970. With the 
new approach to conserving old 
manufacturing buildings and the 
culture of industrial archaeology, 
the Moncalieri urban design plan 
earmarkedàtheàcomplexàasàaàculturalà
centre of metropolitan impact.
The project was conceived by 
Marina Gariboldi, who began the 
renovation and extension of the 
original building in 1996 with a 
group of architects. The centre of 
research on theatrical arts houses 
two theatres, laboratories, some 
oficesàandàaàschool.àBothàtheàoldà
and the new parts of the complex 
are characterised by corrugated 
aluminium panels and they are 
laid out following an almost 
deconstructivist approach. The 
theatre fly tower outline follows an 
axis which branches off from the 
original one, creating a focal point 
which is rotated with respect to the 
whole building. The external wall 
is parallel to the street and there is 
a section opened into an internal 
courtyard. A light installation by 
MarcoàGastiniàbreaksàtheàfaȊadeà
uniformity, changing by day and 
nightëàwhenàblueàandàpinkàlightsà
there are. The memory of the 
building’s industrial past is shown 
inàaàsmallàŧgalleriaàdellaàmemoriaŨà
(memory gallery) which testimonies 
the manufacturing period with the 
restored chimney and the preserved 
core of the former factory used as the 




















































































amongàtheà26àfoundersàofàthe Gruppo di Architetti 














































































































































































































The recent Hilton hotel complex on this huge airport complex stands 
out as one of the latest creations of 
theàirmàMecanoo directed by - among 
others - Francine Houben. This building 
was designed by Ellen van der Wal and 
Francine Houben. 
Mecanoo’s Hilton Hotel contrasts 
strikinglyàwithàtheàorthogonallyà
designed buildings on Schiphol 
Boulevard due to its curved cubic 
structureàandàregularàdiagonalàfaȊadeà
pattern, formed by lozenge-shaped 
window panes and composite panels 
in grey and white. This distinctive 
exterior immediately catches the eye of 
flight passengers landing at Schiphol 
Airport. Guests are welcomed to the 
hotel in a spacious atrium topped by 
aà4ò-metre-highàglazedàroofëàreflectingà
daylight deep into the building through 
circular white balustrades. 
The hotel’s interior design was overseen 
byàinterioràarchitectàEvelyneàMerkxàandà
hospitality design company Hirsch 
BedneràAssociates.àEvelyneàMerkxŨà
Amsterdam-basedàstudioàMerkàXàhasà
been responsible for interior design 
concepts and renovations in many 
prominent buildings throughout the 
Netherlands, including the Royal 
Concertgebouwëàskyboxesàinàtheà
Amsterdam Arena football stadium 
and Amsterdam Central Station. 
In the Hilton main atrium hall, the 
characteristic round city center plan 
of Amsterdam and its main canals 
features as a decorative element above 
theàreceptionàdeskàandàasàseparationà


























     


















































Inàtheàñ9ó0sëàtheàAmsterdamàForest was designed in the urban 
development of the Amsterdam 
suburb to the south and today it has 
becomeàaàfull-grownàforestàpark.àČtà
has many recreation sites, theatre 
spaces as well as the Bosbaan 
rowing canal. The forest is inspired 
by English landscape designs, with 
rolling meadows, twisty forest trails 
and streams. 
Covering 1000 hectares,  
Amsterdam Forest is three times 
theàsizeàofàCentralàParkàinàNewàYork.à
Čtsàwoodlandàparkàwasàintendedàtoà
be used by all levels of Amsterdam 
society - not just for Sunday strolls, 
but also for sports, relaxation  
and recreational activities. At  
the time of its construction, 
Amsterdam was suffering the  
effects of the Great Depression, 
which had left 55,000 citizens 
unemployed. The forestation of 
the Amsterdam Forest served as a 
workàreliefàprogrammeàbyàprovidingà
employment for 20,000 people.
KoàMulderàbelongedàtoàtheàirstà
generation of urban architects in 
Amsterdam. Graduating as a civil 
engineer from the Technical College 
of Delft (now Delft University of 
Technology), she spent most of 
her career at the municipality of 
Amsterdam where she eventually 
became Head of City Planning. The 
Amsterdam Forest was one of her 
irstàassignmentsàandàisàstillàherà
mostàwell-knownàcontributionàtoà
Amsterdam’s cityscape. A majestic 
tulip tree was planted at the edge 
of the forest in her honour, near the 


















Theàbuildingëànicknamedà'deàrodeàpieper' ('the red potato'), is the 
Institute for Care and Wellbeing of 
the VU University in Amsterdam. 
TheàfaȊadeàisàmadeàoutàofàbrickàandà
has round-shaped and curved walls, 
reflecting the Amsterdam School 
style of the 1920s. The many large 
vertical windows in the building 
allow a transparency and lightness 
to pass through to the interior which 
wasàalsoàdesignedàbyàDekkerëàwithà
seven, different-coloured floors and 
a special 'floating' lecture hall. 
čeanneàDekkersàwasàeducatedà
at the Technical University in 
Eindhoven.àSheàworkedàforàEGMà
Architects and became a board 
member in 1988 before establishing 
heràownàstudioëàčeanneàDekkersà
Architecture. She was appointed the 
role of professor at the Technical 
University Eindhoven in 2010. In 
2000, she designed the Historical 
Museum in Venlo, in the southern 
part of the Netherlands; other 
projectsàincludeàaàpoliceàoficeàinà
Nijmegen (South-Brabant), town 
hallàandàoficesàinàBeverwijkàçNorth-
Holland), and Deltares in Delft 
çò0ñóè.
This building for VU University 
Amsterdamàrevivesàtheàbrickworkà
architecture and wavy lines which 
characterised anti-rationalist and 
expressionist Amsterdam School 
architecture of the 1910s and 
1920s. Adding to the recent revival 
of this style, the recent Sports-hall 
blockàçò0ñ0−ñõèàatàViolenstraatàinà
the northern town (and Province) of 



























Mulder’s 'Pierebadje' - a shallow pool for children who have 
not yet learned how to swim - is 
hidden amongst the greenery of the 
Beatrixpark. On warm summer days, 
it never fails to attract Amsterdam’s 
youngest residents and their 
parents.àTheàpoolàisàilledàwhenà
outside temperatures reach 21°C.
Mulder had been chiefly responsible 
for the design of the Beatrixpark, 
named after the new-born crown 




neighbourhood of Amsterdam 
to the south. Her original design 
includedàaàkidney-shapedàpoolàwithà
a concrete pergola, which was 
demolishedàinàñ9õ8àtoàmakeàroomà
for the Amsterdam RAI complex. 
The current pool is one of Mulder’s 
later designs. 
Before the Second World War there 
had been no public playground 
areas for children in the city of 
Amsterdam. Although not a mother 
herself, Mulder was concerned 
with the welfare of children and 
initiated the construction of several 
playgroundàareasàinàtheàlateàñ940s.à
Mulder found swimming pools 
('playing ponds') most attractive 
andàsaidàūWhatàcouldàbeàmoreà
pleasant for children, than sun, light 
andàwater?ŬàAmsterdamŨsàcitizensà
today still share her vision. In 2006, 
her playing pool in the Beatrixpark 
was chosen as Best 'Pierebadje' 























ThisàmonumentàinàineàDutch-classicist style was built in 1656 
by Daniel Stalpaert as a warehouse 
and munitions house for the 
AmsterdamàAdmiralty.àČnàñ97óëàtheà
Dutch National Shipping Museum 
settled here. In 2005, the organisation 
ofàtheàmuseumàaskedàLiesbethàVanà
deràPolàtoàmakeàaàmasterplanàtoà
renovate the building. The renovation 
included a new roof covering the 
courtyard of the 17th century 
munitions depot. This roof (designed 
by Laurent Ney) is made out of steel, 
1,200 pieces of glass and 868 lights 
and is inspired by compass lines that 
are used in historical nautical maps. 
The lights change colour when the 
sun sets at the end of the day. 
Van der Pol also designed the 
interior and made adjustments 
in the floor plan in order to create 
larger exhibition spaces and a clear 
orientation for visitors.  In 2012, 
the renovated museum building 
was awarded with the Amsterdam 
Architecture Prize and won the 
FIABCI Prix d’excellence in the 
category Public Infrastructure. Today, 
the museum building honours the 
workàofàDanielàStalpaertëàbutàalsoàitsà
modern times. The Museum Library 
owns one of the most important 

















































This urban social housing blockàinàtheàeasternàpartàofà
Amsterdam was one of Van der 
Polàirstàprojectsàandàisàbuiltàonà
the corner of two existing streets. 
Theàblockàconsistsàofàtwoàseparateà
volumes, separated by a narrow 
opening containing staircases. 
The distinctive character of both 
buildings is emphasized by their 
difference in height and the 
materialsàusedàforàbothàfaȊades.
VanàderàPolàindsàitàimportantà
to give urban social housing a 
friendly atmosphere and individual 
characterëàwhichàthisàhousingàblockà
reflects. The apartments in the 
longer volume are designed with 
sliding walls and can be divided 
into two, three or four rooms. Each 
new owner of these apartments 
can choose how many rooms they 
wouldàlikeàtoàhave.àThisàmakesàtheà
housingàblockàveryàflexible.à
Liesbeth Van der Pol started 
an architectural studio in 1989 
after graduating from TU Delft. 
In 1995, she launched the studio 
Atelier Zeinstra Van der Pol with 
Herman Zeinstra. In 2007, the 
atelier merged with Blue Architects 
Amsterdam, into the Amsterdam-
basedàDokàArchitects.àCurrentlyëà
she is one of its directors. She 
was also the Chief Government 
Architect between 2008 and 
ò0ññëàtheàirstàwomanàtoàholdàthisà
position in the Netherlands. When 







This is a compact urban district with a density of 60 homes per hectare. 
The project was made up of 75 
floatingàandàdikeàhousesàforàtheàsocialà
rental sector, the low and high-end 
private housing sector. It also shows 
how Dutch housing policies determine 
the architecture of city areas.
Waterëàbanksàandàjettiesàformàtheà
frameworkàofàthisàČslandàofàtwoà
neighbourhoods with floating and 
platform homes in the inland 
waterways. The floating homes 
are accessed from the jetties. 
The allotment has a triangular 
structure, while the basin is cut 
diagonally by suspended power 
lines giving the jetties a seemingly 
detached informal layout with 
varying distances between the water 
dwellings and their orientation. 
The occupant can alter the view of 
his home, depending on whether 
he wishes an open view or some 
privacy.  Other options include the 
addition of extensions (through 
aàpre-designedàpackageèëàandà
sunrooms, verandas, floating 
terraces, awnings can also be 
attachedàtoàthisàskeletonàframe.
The architecture and construction 
systemsàareàdifferentàforàtheàdikeà
homes, which are suspended on 
pylonsàaboveàtheàdikeàonàtheàedgeàofà
the basin, to be developed in much 
the same way as the floating homes. 
The floating homes are supported 
by concrete 'tubs' submerged into 
the water to a half-storey depth. 
A lightweight supporting steel 
constructionàonàtopàcanàbeàilledàwithà
















MiekeàBosseàandàPeteràDrijveràof SCALA architects designed 
iveàshopsàonàaàbridgeàaboveàtheà
Provincial road in the city of Zaandam. 
These shops, co-designed by Barbara 
Wieland and Jean-Paul van Alten,  
were built as part of the large urban 
redevelopmentàprojectàáČndervanáëà
in which architect Sjoerd Soeters 
intended to connect both sides of the 
old canal. To achieve this, Soeters 
designed two bridges above the 
Provincial roadway and the Railway 
Station. 
MiekeàBosseàandàPeteràDrijverà
designed the shop buildings on one 
of these bridges and used the same 
style that Sjoerd Soeters used for 
the new Town Hall and surrounding 
streets. These buildings are inspired 
by local traditional wooden houses 
in various shades of green and 
white paint, typical in the 17th 
century but here given a Postmodern 
coniguration.àTheàhousesàareàinà
different shapes and sizes assembled 
asàbuildingàblocksëàallàtogetherà
creatingàanàattractiveàfaȊade.
Known for their critical attitude 
towards Modernism, Bosse and 
Drijveràstriveàforàaàseamlessàità
between architectural design and 
existing cultural identity. Renovations 
and new buildings should, per their 
approach, resonate organically within 
their architectural environment, 
rather than function as individual 
entities that stand out drastically 
from their context. This often 
leadsàSCALAàarchitectsàbackàtoàoldà
techniques and architectural styles. 
A love for classical proportions and 
traditional craftsmanship is given 
space in the Zaandam project. M.E.
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These three villas are part of a residentialàparkàdesignedàbyà
AmsterdamàSchoolàarchitectsëàParkà
Meerwijk.àThisàparkàinàtheàvillageàofà
Bergen was developed during First 
World War by Arnold Heystee, who 
commissionedàiveàarchitectàfriendsà
from Amsterdam to design a total of 
seventeen villas. Margaret Kropholler, 
the only practicing female architect 
of the time, designed three: the 
mirroredàdoubleàvillaàŧMeezennestŨà
çTitànestèàandàŧMeerlhuisŨàçBlackbirdà
house) (number 5 and 7); and a 
singleàvillaànamedàŧDeàBeukenhoekŨà
(The Beech Corner). She also 
designedàaàbrickworkàbridgeànearà
theàvillapark.àKrophollerŨsàvillasàareàaà
testimony to the Amsterdam School’s 
expressionism in their plasticity 
andàcharacteristicàmasonryàworkëà
which focusses on the expression 
of emotion in form, in which they 
oppose a masculine rationalism of 
abstraction, which would become 
normal practice after c. 1925.
As Kropholler meant for architecture 
toàoptimizeàtheàeficiencyàofàwomenŨsà
domesticàworkëàwindowsàareà
undivided by cross bars so as to 
reduce tiring house-cleaning. Hatches 
and chutes were similarly intended 
to spare women unnecessary effort. 
Modern appliances such as gas 
stoves replaced the less hygienic 
and user-friendly coal furnaces 
commonàinàcontemporaryàkitchens.à
Even the alcoves in the corner of the 
faȊadesàcanàbeàstockedàwithàbirdàseedà
































































































The social housing area of Pendrecht, built on Rotterdam’s 
southernàrimàduringàtheàpost-ñ94õà





geometrical woven grid consists 
ofàfunctionalistàlivingàunitsàlinkedà
in a mirroring design. Residential 
areas are complemented by a 
main shopping centre, as well as 
several smaller retail areas, schools 
andàgreenàzones.àThereàareàöëó00à
dwellings, organised over four 
neighbourhoods concentrated 
aroundàaàtrafic-freeàsquare.
Central to each neighbourhood are 
the so-called wooneenheden (living 
clusters), influenced by the planning 
ideologies of the CIAM association. 
Each cluster consists of a four-
storiedàblockëàaàthree-storiedà
blockàandàtwoàlow-riseàblocksà
surrounding a communal garden. 
The architectural design of each 
blockàwasàtailor-madeàforàtheàneedsà
of a particular group of residents 
- families, single dwellers and 
seniors. Interaction between this 
demographic mix was encouraged 
by the open social spaces between 
buildings, where residents would 
meet throughout the course of 
their daily routines. Stam Beese’s 
programme of clustered living units 
was unprecedented and influential in 
post-war urban design programmes. 
More than sixty years after its 
completion, Pendrecht is undergoing 
drastic redevelopments to outgrow its 



















Rotterdam’s art Museum, Boijmans van Beuningen, invited a group 
of local designers to redesign its 
entrance hall in 2007. As part of the 
collective Haunting Dogs Full of Grace 
that was formed for the occasion, 
designeràWiekiàSomersàandàherà
partner Dylan van den Berg created 
anàarrestingànewàcoatrackàinstallation.à
Their creation won the award for Best 
Dutch Design in 2009. 
TheàáMerry-Go-Roundáàwardrobeàwasà
designed according to the principles 
ofàoldàminersŨàcoatracks.àBeforeà
descendingàintoàtheàminesëàworkersà
would change into their uniforms on 
site and use a chain system to store 
their clean clothes close to the ceiling. 
Coats, hats and shoes would dangle 




wardrobe operates in a similar way. 
Coats are stalled on clothes hangers 
and pulled up by a cable system, 
makingàforàaàlivelyàsceneàamongà
visitors. The airborne coats serve as a 
visual representation of the museum’s 
audienceëàmakingàtheàáMerry-Go-
Roundáàbothàaàfunctionalàdesignà
and artistic installation. Bags can be 
stowed away in the adjoining, semi-
transparentàwireàlockersëàwhichàcreateà
a similar experience. 
Close by the museum is the Villa 
Sonneveld, a Modernist villa for one 
of the directors of the Van Nelle 




















and apartments is designed by 
MVRDV architects, one of the 
leadingàarchitecturalàirmsàinàtheà
Netherlands with the architect 
Nathalie de Vries as one of its 
foundersàinàñ99ó.àHoweverëàtheà
aluminium interior roof has a 
strikingàprintedàpaintingàbyàtheà
artists-duo Arno Coenen and Iris 
Roskam.à
It represents the Horn of Plenty, 
referring to the many groceries 
and goods that are for sale in the 
market.àTheàartworkàmeasuresà
11,000 m2 and is very colourful. 
It shows huge fruits, groceries, 
flowers and insects, celebrating 
nature and the universe. The 
artists Arno Coenen and Iris 
Roskamàwantedàtheiràworkàtoà
bewilder the visitors. They also 
believe that art can empower the 
use and experience of a particular 
space by visitors. In this respect, 
theàworkàofàanàarchitectàneedsàart.à
TheàMarketàHallàandàitsàceilingà
are a modern capitalist Sistine 
Chapel and have given enthusiastic 
Rotterdam inhabitants something to 





























German architect and urban planner Lotte Stam Beese’s 
contributions to redeveloping 
Rotterdam after its demolition in 
Second World War were extensive. 
Stam Beese was one of the 
irstàwomenàtoàjoinàtheàBauhausà
Department of Architecture in 1927. 
Continuing her career in the Soviet 
Union shaped her idealist approach to 
urbanàplanningëàleavingàvisibleàmarksà
throughout her Rotterdam oeuvre. 
Relocating to the Netherlands 
inàñ9ó4ëàStamàBeeseàeventuallyà
became Chief Architect at the Urban 
Development and Reconstruction 
Agency in Rotterdam. Approaching 
her retirement, Lotte Stam Beese 
created several designs for the 
residential district Ommoord, situated 
in the eastern part of Rotterdam. 
Construction was completed in 1977. 
High-rise apartment buildings are 
aàkeyàfeatureàinàOmmoordëàmakingà
up the central part of the district. 
Characterised by Stam-Beese as 
'vertical residential districts' in their 
own right, her high-rise architecture 
serves to connect the neighbourhood 
with both the city and its surrounding 
landscapes. 
Habitat was another point of focus in 
OmmoordŨsàdesign.àHookàandàdisk-
shaped flats as well as woontorens 
(high-rise apartment buildings) are 
situatedàinàpark-likeàsurroundingsëà
featuring playgrounds for children 
and limited access to motorized 
trafic.àMostàlow-riseàneighbourhoodsëà
including the Buitenlust area that 
Stam Beese designed herself, were 




become the eye-catching features 
of Rotterdam’s Waterwijk (Water 
district). These four sets of 
triplex houses are clustered on 
little peninsulas. Each waterfront 
faȊadeàfacesàaàdifferentàdirectionëà
suggesting an archipelago of 
periscopesàlookingàoutàoveràtheà
water. 
Originally named 'The Fourth 
Dimension'ëàtheàáPeriscopeáàHousesà
are designed as drive-in homes. Vos 
encased her triplex structures in 
aàrobustàdarkàbrickàwithàaàmetallicà
lookëàwhereasàtheàperiscopeàvolumesà
on the upper floors are enclosed 
in aluminium panels. Facing the 
waterfront, these volumes reveal a 
wooden loggia accessible through 
the main living area. The ground 
flooràandàirstàflooràbothàfeatureàaà
spacious wooden balcony terrace 
facing the waterfront. On the 
wooden platform adjoining the 
lower terrace, residents can moor 
small boats. Special attention was 
given to sustainability, using durable 
and low-maintenance natural 
materials, including hard wood 
andàwireànettingëàilledàwithànaturalà
stone lumps. Thermal insulation 
and energy-saving mechanisms were 
installed, aiming for a 'low energy, 
high comfort' living experience. 
A survey in 2007 revealed 
high satisfaction rates among 
homeowners; the same year the 

















Het Spectrum is a primary school in the multicultural district 
of Schilderswijk, in The Hague. It 
providesàteachingàoveràò4àclassesà
toàchildrenàofàoveràó0ànationalities.à
The new school now forms part of 
the district’s fragmented urban fabric 
in which 19th century perimeter 
blocksàalternateàwithàlargeàhousingà
redevelopment projects from the 
1980s and 1990s. There was a small 
parcel of land available next to two 
school playgrounds adjoining the 
street: a third one came to be located 
on the roof. In this way, children of 
different age groups can have their 
breaksàwithàothersàofàtheiràsameàage.à
The classrooms occupy two L-shaped 
wingsàflankingàaàcentralàcoreàwithà
areas dedicated to sports and games, 
an assembly hall/theatre, a media 
libraryëàaàcaretakerŨsàoficeàandàaàstaffà
room. The central core of the school 
answers the need for both socialising 




giving them an opportunity to learn 
about Western educational values, 
such as individual freedom and 
personal development. 
A separate meeting space for 
parents has been included with the 
aim of involving them in the school’s 
activities. The column structure of the 
building gives the school the flexibility 




This secondary school is built on the so-called 'Missouri Island', 
anàartiicialàhillàinàtheàwater.àČtàisàbuiltà
togetheràwithàaàsportsàhallëàparkingà
spaces and bicycle storage facilities. 
The school is connected to the city 
by a special pedestrian or cycle 
route leading through the buildings 
and by a communal hall that also 
serves as a district centre for the 
neighbourhood. The communal hall 
is easily recognizable by its orange 
walls that form a semi-spherical 
volume with round windows. 
ČtàisànicknamedàŧtheàladybirdŨ.à
The distinctive glass rooftops 
are evocative of greenhouse 
horticulture, an important industry 
for the Westland region in which the 
school is situated.
VeraàYanovshtchinskyàwasà
commissioned to deliver an 
architectural design that reflects 
modern visions on education. As 
Wateringse Veld College opposes 
traditional teacher-centred learning, 
the silver-toned 'floating boxes' 
surrounding the communal hall are 
divided into ten 'domains'. These 
consist of one instruction room 
and several supporting rooms for 
classroom teaching, as well as a 
largeàworkingàspaceàwhereàupàtoà
ñò0àstudentsàmayàworkàindividually.à
Each domain has a distinctive colour 
palette, allowing students to identify 
with the habitat allocated to their 
year.àYanovshtchinskyŨsàdesignsà
resulted in an innovative, non-
hierarchical building that facilitates 
Wateringse Veld College’s ambitions 
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Commissioned by Mrs. Truus Schröder-Schräder, the eccentric 
widow of a lawyer with three young 
childrenëàthisàwasàRietveldŨsàirstà
house to show his vision on interior 
architecture, furniture and free 
flowing space. It has since become 
anàinternationalàbenchmarkàandàiconà
for avant-garde Modernism of the 
20th century. 
TruusàSchrȘder-Schrȇderàworkedà
side by side with Rietveld on the 
designàofàtheàhouse.àHeràoutspokenà
ideas on organising a home are 
deeply reflected in its architecture. 
Schröder-Schräder envisioned a house 
that declared how an independent 
modern woman lived. Sobriety was 
to characterise its design and all 
principal living facilities were to be 
situated on the upper level.
The exterior of the Schröder House 
immediately stands out for its 
planar modernist qualities, designed 
according to the principles of the 
De Stijl movement. The interior and 
furniture, created by both Rietveld 
and Schröder-Schräder, are an equally 
integral part of its design. Movable 
wall partitions created a dynamic 
open zone rather than a hierarchical 
arrangement of rooms, which 
Rietveld and Schröder believed would 
stimulate active living. 
Truus Schröder-Schräder inhabited 
the house until her death in 1985, 
after which it was restored to its 
original condition by a former 
associate of Rietveld. The house 
is a national and UNESCO World 
































































of aluminium panels in different 
colours, which gave the complex its 
name. The windows have become 
part of this grid and are therefore 
less recognizable. The multi-coloured 
walls reflect to the diversity of the 
students, who come from all over 
the world. At the entrance there is a 
large swing bench underneath a large 
overhang, creating a dramatic effect 
where students meet and socialise. 
Theàirstàfouràgreenàfloorsàareàopenà
to the public and include different 
facilities and companies, such as a 
hairdresser and a Medical Centre.
Since the 1980s, in the Uithof 
campus, a number of unusual, 
award-winning complexes by notable 
architects have since given the area 
its colourful architectural character. 
Marlies Rohmer has designed 
student housing complexes and 
university buildings throughout the 
Netherlands as well as in Barcelona. 















emphasize the contrast between her 
building and its surroundings, while 
adding character to the Uithof campus. 
The building was designed to facilitate 
interaction and exchange between 
itsàinhabitantsàonàeveryàlevel.àáCasaà
ConfettiáàwonàbothàtheàBetonprijsà







The WKK - Warmtekrachtkoppeling Centrale was designed in 2002 for 
the University of Utrecht to increase 
the capacity of two power stations 
that already existed in the Uithof 
neighbourhood in Utrecht. Van der 
Pol designed this building in order to 
protect the machines and soundproof 
the building. It is made of weathering 
steel (Corten steel), which naturally 
oxidizes and turns the steel into a 
brown colour. The form of the building 
becomes a sculpture within the 
landscape.
In an interview for the Dutch daily 
TrouwàdatedàñòthàMayàò0ñóàbyà
Henny de Lange, Van der Pol said 
sheàbelievedàitàtoàbeàimportantàtoàŧliveà
dangerously’.  She went to Mexico City 
on her own after studying one year in 
Delft, and later to Barcelona where 
sheàcombinedàheràstudyàwithàworkingà
in a studio for urban architecture. To 
earn some money, she translated 
booksàandàdidàotheràjobsàbutàalsoà
discovered that there is a limit to 
what you can do on your own. 
Čnàheràworkàsheàalsoàsearchesàforà
the dangerous and extreme when 
designing a building, not afraid to 
exploreàtheàgapàbetweenàkitschàandà
affectation because she believes 
that everything else has already 
been done. According to her, the 
Warmtekrachtkoppeling Centrale is 
such a building: it is simultaneously 
cool enough to express the power of 
the machinery it conceals behind rust-
coloured steel, while its surface has a 

















KatjaàHogenboomàhasàworkedàon the renovation of Leiden 
University Library since 2007. In her 
initial commission to redesign the 
Special Collections Reading Room, 
Hogenboom sought to remove its 
staid and musty ambiance. 
Byàbreakingàthroughàtheàoldàceilingëà
stronger emphasis was placed on the 
robust columnar structure. Visitors 
now experience a more stately 
spatiality of Bart van Kasteel’s original 
designàfromàñ97ö−8ò.àHogenboomà
subsequently redesigned the Huygens 
Centre and Leiden University Library’s 
irstàfloor.àAlthoughàbudgetaryà
limitations did not allow for structural 
renovations, Hogenboom designed a 
reading lounge furnished with modern 
classic furniture pieces designed by 
Charles and Ray Eames and Arne 
Jacobsen, and reorganized library 
service points in a visual scheme 
inspiredàbyàElàLissitskyŨsàProunà
studies. Her interior designs approach 
the library as a 'counter public space': 
a non-commercial public environment 
facilitating encounters between 
peopleëàknowledgeàandàideas.àBartà
van Kasteel’s Dutch Structuralist 
architecture is respected throughout 
the library. 
Hogenboom was recently appointed 
chief architect for the redesign of 
theà'OpenàStacks'àasàwellàasàtheà
construction of the Asian Library and 
the Van Steenis Building in Leiden’s 
BioscienceàParkëàonàwhichàsheàisà
currentlyàworkingàinàcollaborationà
















Francine Houben is founder and architect-director of Mecanoo 
Architects. One of their latest projects 
is the railway station in Delft, which 
also houses the city’s municipal 
ofices.à
Houben intended the railway station 
to have a truly Delftian character and 
visually integrated the city’s identity 
into her architectural design. The 
ceiling of the central hall is made of 
long white strips with an historical 
large-scale printed map of Delft. It is 
designed in white and blue colours 
reflecting Delft’s famous pottery. 
The building plan of the municipal 
oficeàwasàbasedàonàaàhistoricàmapà
of Delft’s city centre, elevating the city 
government to the level of miniature 
city in itself. An integrated solar panel 
system in the roof provides energy 
for the railway station. The wall of 
glass at the ground floor creates 
openness and brings light into the 
building.
One of the strengths to which the 
successàofàHoubenŨsàhigh-proileà
designs is attributed, is her ability to 
combine unique design statements 





Her architectural vision convinced both 
a municipal committee and a panel 
of Delft inhabitants to commission 



















Norway, Mecanoo is among the world’s 
leading architectural companies in 
library design and renovations. Delft 
University of Technology was one 
ofàtheàirstàtoàcommissionàarchitect-
director Francine Houben the job of 
designing a library. 
The slanted roof is covered with grass 
and some tiled pathways, which can 
be accessed by pedestrians. As the 
heart of Delft’s university campuses, 
the library houses various rooms and 
spaces. The central hall has room 
for running editions and periodicals, 
andàaàsemi-sunkenàflooràforàolderà
books.àThereàisàaàcomputeràroomàforà
students and various meeting rooms 
and study rooms. The central part 
of the library is a wide cone opening 
above with four floors running around 
it. The main entrance is on the west 
side; on the north side there is a glass 
wall for letting in daylight; in the south 
sideàthereàareàofices.àTheàlibraryà
received the Dutch National Steel 
Prize in 1998 because of the special 
use of steel in its construction. 
The university library and the 
recently-opened new hall of Delft 
Central Station were both designed 
by Mecanoo architects of whom 
Francine Houben (b. 1955) is one 
of the founders and directors. She 
was also educated in Delft where 
sheàgraduatedàinàñ984.àOveràtheà
years, she has been awarded many 




















Deltares, an independent institute for applied research in water 
management, sought to unite all of 
itsàDelft-basedàoficesàunderàoneàroof.à
ArchitectàčeanneàDekkersàexpandedà
their existing headquarters with a new 
oficeàbuildingà-àTetra - and visitors’ 
centre, the Pavilion. 




structure with the robust architecture 
of the original 1970s complex through 
aàflowingàribbonàfaȊade.àTriangularà
shapes echo in Tetra’s interior design. 
An open floor plan was chosen to 
encourage communication and the 
exchangeàofàknowledgeàamongà
employees. Flowing forms were 
also chosen for the Pavilion, which 
nevertheless contrasts with the Tetra 
ofices.àČtsàexterioràisàcoveredàinà
wooden slats, as opposed to Tetra’s 
concreteàandàglassàfaȊade.àTheà
interiors of both buildings are furnished 
in light colours and natural materials, 
especially wood. Minor redesigns of 
the surrounding landscape further 




additions to the Deltares complex 
areàlow-carbonëàenergyàeficientà
buildings. The progressive depth of 
TetraŨsàreflectiveàribbonàfaȊadeëàforà
instance, functions as natural shading, 











































































































































































































































Ljubljana Castle is located on Castle Hill above Ljubljana’s 
historical centre. It was built as a 
Medievalàfortressà-àmostàlikelyàdatedà
to 11th century - and frequently 
rebuilt together with most of the 
buildings that surround the vast 
courtyard.àTheàlatterëàdatesàbackàtoà




plans for the surrounding area were 
realized. Renovations of the eastern 
partàofàtheàcastleàtookàplaceà
betweenàñ940àandàñ9öóëàaccordingà
to the plans made by architect 
Boris Kobe. The current restoration 
of the Castle has been underway 
since 1968. The ambitious plans 
by the above-mentioned architects 
have been thought out to the 
smallest detail. The original idea, 
selected in a public tender in the 
1970s, has successfully passed 
the test of time and remains 
unaffected by the changes 
in ownership and political 
developments. However, it reflects 
the changes in architectural values 
and styles that occurred in the 
pastàdecades.àTheàarchitectsŨàworkà
was awarded with two national 
awardsàforàarchitectureà- PleȬnikà
Awardàò004àandàtheàGoldenàPencilà
Award 2005. In 2006, Majda Kregar 
and Miha Kerin devised the concept 
for the funicular railway to Ljubljana 
Castle, for which they were given 
theàPleȬnikàAwardàò007ëàtheàGoldenà
Pencil Award 2007 and the Gold 
Medal at the 21st Ljubljana Biennial 






























HelenaàVurnikŨsàshareàofàtheàformer Cooperative Business 
BankŨsàdesignàçcurrentlyàtheà
headquarters Ljubljana’s Regional 
Court Land Registry) includes the 
originalàdecorationàofàtheàfaȊadeà
and the central hall on the ground 
floor. 
Theàfour-storeyàbuildingàisàflankedà
by a couple of bay-windows on 
each side, spanning over all floors 
and similar, except only one floor 
high bay-windows on the remaining 
window axes of the fourth floor. 
The rich, mostly geometric 
ornament in bright colours of the 
Slovenian tricolour (white, blue, 
red) and gold, covers the entire 
surface of bay-windows and 
surrounds the windows, the ground 
floor openings and the cornice. A 
more modest design used to cover 
theànorthernàfaȊadeëàalthoughàitàisà
currently hidden from view by a new 
building, has been constructed next 
to it. The painterly decoration of the 
central hall on the ground floor is even 
richer, both in the elaborate designs 
and in colour schemes: it depicts 
women in typical costumes from 
the Gorenjska region in addition to 
geometrical patterns. The decorative 
patterns represent one of the attempts 
of conceiving a Slovenian national 
style in architecture (some authors 
interpret them as stylised carnation 
flowers of Gorenjska). Such efforts 
were quite common from the early 
20th century onwards and reached one 























Mala ulica or Little Street, located just off the popular Trubarjeva 
Street in Ljubljana’s historical centre, 
is a public day-care and activity 
centre for preschool children. It 
occupies the premises of a former 
City Public Bathhouse built in 
1899–1901 after plans of Wilhelm 
Brücknerëàwhichàwasàrepurposedàasà
a restaurant in the second half of the 
20th century. 
After several years of neglect, a team 
of architects devised a plan for its 
conversion into the Family Centre. 
Theàneo-RomanesqueàfaȊadeàwasà
reconstructed respecting cultural 
heritage protection guidelines with 
theàinterioràfollowingàandàmakingàtheà
most of the former ground plan, while 
adapting it to its users - the children. 
It was created as a reflection of the 
outside city on a child’s scale with 
theàvariousàplayàareasàmimickingà
its constituent parts. One enters 
through the city gates and continues 
along a city street lined with playful 
imitations of Ljubljana’s famous 
faȊadesàintoàtheàcityàparkëàaàcafeëàaà
model apartment, a play-house, a 
ishpondëàaàlibraryàetc.àTheàdesignà
encourages imaginative play and 
helpsàchildrenàtoàgetàtoàknowà
Ljubljana; the innovative equipment 
was conceived with soft, tactile and 
washable materials in dynamic, 
irregular shapes with a stress on 
safety.  To further reference and 
honour the building’s original purpose, 
artistsàMojcaàSmerduàandàAlenkaà
Videgar created a fountain for the 
basement lavatory area, appropriately 












































At the Early Christianity Centre archaeological site excavations 
unearthed a Roman residential 
building built at the beginning of the 
1st century A.D. and rebuilt in the early 
4thàcentury.àAàsectionàofàtheàhouseà
was found to have been subsequently 
converted into an early Christian 
chapelàçsecondàhalfàofàtheà4thà
century) with a rectangular baptistery, 
enclosing a small pool in the centre, 
which was also built nearby, along the 
central courtyard (early 5th century). 
The Emonian House site displays 
remains of a building dating from 
theàlateà4thàandàearlyàõthàcentury.à
The building with top quality floors, 
mosaicsàandàheatingàwasàmostàlikelyà
owned by a wealthy and respectable 
Roman family. 
Presentations of both archaeological 
excavation sites allow the visitor to 
experienceàRomanàruinsàbyàwalkingà
on elevated paths leading from the 
entrance plateau over the ruins, 
flankedàwithàinformationàboardsàandà
surmounted with a non-invasive 
supporting construction, covered 
by a linen roof. At the side of Early 
ChristianityàCentreëàaàworkshopà
corner for schools was arranged. 
The presentation of excavated 
material through layers enables a 
more thorough understanding of the 
archaeological heritage. With the 
renewalëàtheàarchaeologicalàparksà

















TheàirstàlayoutàofàtheàTivoliàParkàwas designed by engineer Jean 
Blanchardàinàñ8ñóàandàunderwentà
extensive renovations between 1921 
andàñ9ó9àbyàarchitect čoʓeàPleȬnikëà




equipment was created upon request 
byàMarjanàBoʓiȬà-àtheàarchitectà
in charge for building the sports 
complexàinàLjubljanaŨsàTivoliàParkà
in 1950s - and was placed onto the 
children’s playground in front of it. 
The durable concrete construction 
made up of organic shapes 
reminiscentàofàaàishàpresentsàanà
alternative to the prevalent mass 
produced playground equipment; 
enables a tactile experience of its 
surfaces and encourages imagination 
and creativity while elevating its 
surroundings through its sculptural 
quality. The author, architect and 
sculptoràVladimiraàBratuʓàūLakaŬà-à
PleȬnikŨsàstudentà-àinitiallyàproposedà
to include a horizontal and vertical 
bar made of bronze with a large, 
varicoloured glass eye, which 
couldànotàbeàrealizedàdueàtoàlackàofà
funding.àTheàpopularàishëàfamousà
with generations of Ljubljana’s 











The spaces of a former cinema in the central square of Ljubljana’s 
ɵiɶkaàmunicipalityëàbuiltàinàñ9öñà
afteràplansàbyàBoʓidaràGvardjanȬiȬëà
were left to ruin after its closure 
in 2000. After almost a decade of 
neglect and a number of initiatives 
for renovation, the modernist 
architecture was revived as a centre 
for urban culture. The architects 
in charge decided to respect the 
original plans made to harmonize 
with the buildings surrounding 
the square and closely followed 
monument protection guidelines. 
Alterationsàwereàkeptàtoàaàminimumà
and incorporated in a way that 
does not interfere with or distract 
from the older architecture, but 
rather puts it in focus. The main 
elements, including the exterior 
glazed surfaces and plasters, the 
(reinforced) pillars covered in green 
mosaic tiles, the 'terrazzo' flooring and 
the dominant spiral staircase, were 
carefully preserved; the upper large 
hall was technologically improved and 
refurbished, in order to suit its new use 
as the main concert/theatre venue. 























converted into a second, smaller 
multi-purposeàhallëàwhileàkeepingàtheà
original ground plan throughout the 
building. The restored building also 
includes an exhibition space and 














Kralj. The project was awarded the 
Golden Pencil Prize for best public 
architecture by the Chamber of 







built between 1925 and 1927 belongs 
to the most important examples 
of Slovenian Modern architecture. 
Betweenàñ9öõàandàñ97óàTomɶiȬà
was in charge of overseeing the 
construction of the so-called Winter 
Chapel on the north-eastern side of 
the church, based on her teacher’s 
plans from 1950. The interior 
is dominated by an altar at the 
northernàwallàçñ97óè.àTheàciboriumà
is especially of particular interest – a 
wooden oval with an inscription is 
placed onto four slim pillars, with a 
second, slightly narrower oval on the 
four vase-shaped pillars, topped by 
an angel musician. 
Due to the liturgical reforms 
following the Second Vatican 
Council, the architect redesigned 
theàpresbyteryàinàñ97ñ–7ó.àTheà
altaràfollowsàPleȬnikŨsàoriginalàlayoutà
for the presbytery in the materials, 
colouràschemesàandàforms.àČnàñ97óëà
TomɶiȬàsupervisedàtheàadditionsà
to the main altar: a large, pyramid 
structure made of wood and carrying 
the patron saint was superimposed 
onto the tabernacle. 
Even though she was faced with 
theàdificultàtaskàofàinishingàmasterà
PleȬnikŨsàworksëàTomɶiȬàmanagedàtoà


































































































































Planica is one of the most exciting entry points to the Triglav National 
Parkàandàtheàlargestàprotectedà
natural environment in Slovenia. 
AsàtheàPlanicaàNordicàSkiàCentreàisà
also protected as national technical 
heritage, the renovation of the old 
ski-jumpàfacilitiesàinàò009àhadàtoàbeà






centre, the new project also included 
the construction of a new cross-
countryàskiingàfacility.à
The main aspect of landscape 
design was based on the profound 
relation between the construction, the 
constructed site and the natural site. 
The careful planning of topography, 
the systematic selection and reduction 
of materials, the bold shapes and 
forms are aligned and in tune with 
the silhouette of the mountains and 
the calmness of the pine and beech 
forest.àTheàprojectàworksàonàmanyà
levels combining the solid and the soft, 






























cold and the warm, the monumental 
and the intimate. Attention is given to 
the way the landscape interacts with 
architecture through different seasons, 
from the winter cold and sharp 
mountains reflected in the simple 
geometry of the concrete structures, 
to the warm colours of late summer, 
bringing attention to the wooden 
details.àTheàPlanicaàNordicàSkiàCentreà
renovation project won the Architizer 
Award for 2015. H.S.
The building was conceived as an extension of the older hotel in 
order to increase its capacities with 
aàspaàandàwellnessàcentre.àČnàò004à
a part of the old hotel building was 
demolishedàtoàmakeàroomàforàtheà
new additions, which respect the 
form and the scale of the preserved 
wing. While the older structure 
mimics the surrounding mountainous 
landscape with its massive, slanting 
concrete roof, the annexed wing is more 
open due to the large glazed surfaces, 
but still  in tune with both the nature and 
the existing architecture.
The architecture is designed as a 
uniiedàmonolithicàvolumeàwithàtiltedà



















composed of vertical boards made 
of larch wood, alternating with 
perforated balcony partitions and 
horizontal metal fences, creating 
a visually rhythmic and airy outer 
structure. The interior comprises 
glazed surfaces in wooden frames 
in combination with wooden wall 
panelling, and furnishings made 
of natural materials in simple 
shapes. These features serve a dual 
function: they effectively connect 
the hotel interior with its exterior 
and offer beautiful panoramic views. 
SíKí,àHíSí
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Two notable new projects, both sensitively in tune with the sur-
rounding landscape, were built in the 
inishàarenaàofàtheàredesignedàRowingà
and Regatta Centre before the 2011 
Rowing World Championship in Bled. 
TheàáRefereeàToweráàinàVelikaàZakaà
blends in seamlessly with the 
tree-linedàbanksàofàtheàlakeëàwhileà
providing its users with unobstructed 
viewsàofàtheàinishàline.àTheàsimpleà
construction seemingly hovering 
above the water level was conceived 
as an 'invisible tower' made from 
three horizontal concrete plates 
intersected by the dominant, 
irregularly positioned steel pillars 
reminiscentàofàtreeàtrunksëàwhichàareà
clearly visible through the remaining 
glass construction. The elevation of 
the building enables direct access to 
the shore. The authors were awarded 
theàPleȬnikàmedalàforàtheàarchitectureà
of the tower and landscape design 
for 2012 (awarded by the Society of 
Architects of Ljubljana). 
TheàáSpectatoràStandáàisàbuiltàonàaà
steep slope on the other side of the 
inishàline.àDevisedàasàaàslopingàgalleryà
made of concrete tiers its lower, 
open parts function as seating for 
spectators, while the upper covered 
parts are intended for commentators 
andàVČPàlounges.àTheàwalkableàroofà









The steady influx of pilgrims visiting the Slovenian national 
shrine and famous pilgrim centre in 
Brezje in the north of Slovenia led to 
a need for a redesign of the square 
in front of the Saint Vitus church 
çalsoàknownàasàtheàBasilicaàofàMaryà
Help of Christians), conceived by 
architectàčoʓeàPleȬnikàinàtheàlateà
ñ9ó0s.à
Instead of the former, longitudinal 
orientation of the square following the 
church axis the square is presently 
accented on both the longitudinal 
and the transverse axis, preserving 
allàelementsàofàPleȬnikŨsàdesignàçtheà
exterior wall, staircases, niches). A 
simple construction enclosing the 



















wall on the north side of the 
square. The altar itself is placed 
into a rectangular solid object with 
largeàdoubleàdoor.àČtsàdarkàexteriorà
contrasts with the light birch wood 
interior, which 'radiates' whenever 
the doors are opened. The altar 
furnishings (altar, two ambones, 
seats for priests and servers) are 
minimalist in design, made of birch 
wood without ornamentation.
According to the architect’s vision 
the square appears to be oriented 
longitudinally when the exterior altar 
is closed, leaving the pilgrim church 
with its richly ornamented neo-
RenaissanceàfaȊadeàtoàdominateàtheà
space, and transversally, towards 












The building with the dynamic  layoutàisàlocatedàatàtheàLenɶtatà 
plain above the river Idrijca. It is 
characterizedàbyàclearlyàdeinedà
architectural elements and careful 
design of the visual connections 
between the interior and exterior. 
Despite the fact that it is one of the 
largest buildings in town it does not 
obstruct views due to the attentive 
design of the elevations and the 
transparency of the front parts. The 
mainàfaȊadeëàcomposedàofàthreeàtwo-
storey sloping volumes, is supported 
by square concrete pillars. With 
baldachins above the two rows of 
window openings harsh rectangular 
shapes are softened. The exterior walls 
areàflankedàbyàyellowàtinàplatesà 
with horizontal gutters. With the 
exceptionàofàtheàmainàfaȊadeëàtheà
building is surrounded by a wide, 
concrete cornice, and covered by  
a flat roof. The entrance portal  
is sculpturally decorated (Tomo  
Krʓiɶnikàandàpartnersèàandàconsistsà
ofàvisuallyàreinedàdetailsà-àtheàconvexà
staircase leads through a rectangular 
frame covered with decorative ceramic 
tiles and a multi-part concave passage 
with a door into the school’s interior. 
The project was awarded the highest 











The Tourist Information Centre in Postojna is located close 
to the town bus station and the 
main intersection with roads, 
leading toward the town center, 
Postojna cave and the highway. It 
includes a small resting area with 
parkingàspacesàandàurbanàfurniture.à
The building was designed as 
a modern, attractive and easily 
visible multi-functional pavilion. 
The front comprises an information 
center and a gallery, with public 
toiletsàforàvisitorsàinàtheàback.àTheà
uniformàexterioràfaȊadeàmorphsà
into a roof reminiscent of cave 
formations; its design, form and 
orientation follow the principles of 
sustainable construction in using 
renewable materials (i.e. wood). The 
autochthonous materials also reflect 
the building tradition of the Notranjska 
and Karst regions. The multifunctional 
pavilion is a perfect example of 
Rotterdam’s Berlage Institute 







to the fact that authors Polona 
FilipiȬàandàPeteràɵenkàbothàattendedà
its postgraduate Laboratory of 
Architectureàçgraduatingàinàò00óè.à
The project received German 
Designer’s Association Iconic Award 
2015 for Architecture and Slovene 
award Wood in Town 2015.
H.S.
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The Museum of Slovenian Film Actors is housed in the restored 
Škratelj homestead, a monument 
of ethnological, architectural and 
regional cultural heritage, which 
isàalsoàtheàbirthplaceàofàtheàirstà
SloveneàEuropeanàilmàstaràofàsilentà
movies Ida Kravanja (1907–79), with 
stage name Ita Rina. Its restoration 
greatly contributed to the overall 
quality of the village surroundings, 
as well as focused on the smallest 
details of the building interiors. 
Careful attention was given to 
preservation, revitalization and 
repurposing of the homestead's 
featuresëàsuchàasàtheàtypicalà'borjaȬ'à
courtyard with an original fountain 
in the center, occasionally serving 
as a venue for open-air events. 
While the house was completely 
restored and has remained the 
dominant feature of the complex, 
the desolated barns were rebuilt 
in a modern interpretation of the 
local traditional architecture. The 
roof construction is carefully laid 
over the old walls, which enclose 
a gallery, with a narrow line of 
windows below it, providing an 
interesting and playful illumination of 
the interior.
The Museum is a model example 
of successful restoration and 
repurposing of a monument of 
cultural heritage, encouraging 
revitalization of local community and 









































Theàtwoàhousingàblocksàareàsetàon a hill with a view of Izola Bay 
on one side and the surrounding 
hills on the other. They comprise 
ó0àdifferentlyàsizedàapartmentsà
of various layouts: all are small, 
with rooms sized according to the 
minimum allowed by Slovenian 
standards and do not include any 
interior structural elements, enabling 
flexibility and space for reorganization. 
Since they are subject to Mediterranean 
climate, shade and outdoor spaces 
were given careful consideration. Each 
apartmentàhasàaàloggia-likeàbalconyëà
providing the inhabitants with an 
outdoor space that is intimate, partly 
connected with the interior, shaded and 
naturallyàventilated;àtheàmainàfaȊadeà







Textile shades provide privacy while 
still allowing open views over the 
bay; their strong colours create 
different atmospheres within the 
apartmentsëàblockàdirectàsunlightà
and create an 'air buffer' zone. The 
balcony modules are designed as an 
eficientàsystemëàprovidingàshadingà
and ventilation for the apartments. 
In the summer, the accumulated hot 
air behind the shades is naturally 
ventilated through perforated side 
partitions of the balconies. In the 
winter, the warm air is trapped 
inside and provides additional 
heating to the apartments. 
The project was nominated in 2006 








saltpans are the northernmost 
Mediterranean saltpans in use and 
among the very few where salt is still 
produced respecting the centuries-old 
processes originating from at least 
theàñ4thàcentury.à
The spatial concept of the spa 
follows the traditional features of 
saltpans landscape. The centre of 
the complex consists of a swimming 
pool with seawater, pools for Kneipp 
therapy and small pools for brine 
therapy. Wooden paths connect the 
surrounding simple cottages and 
pavilions reminiscent of traditional 
tool sheds commonly used in 
saltpans. They house a reception, 
changingàroomsëàdoctorŨsàoficesëà
toilets, a bar, the pool machine room, 
and other service facilities. 
Wood was chosen as the primary 
building material for its ecological 
and sustainable value, as well as 
for its aesthetics and tradition; the 
washed-out grey of the wooden 
paths, seamlessly complementing the 
crackedàsaltàpondàfloorsàsurroundingà
the emerald pools, creates a perfect 
backgroundàforàtheàpavilionsàandàdeckà
chairs in contrasting warm, golden 
tones. Despite being enclosed by a 
fence of hundreds of wooden pillars 
to separate the complex from the sea, 
the spa remains sensitively in-tune 




































Driving under çifàyouàtakeàtheàhighwayèàoràoveràtheàTrojaneàPassàyouàleave 






































































The Radisson Blu Plaza Hotel is located next to Ljubljana bypass 
road, at the edge of BTC shopping 
centre. Its architecture, designed 
byàtheàarchitectàSandiàTrajkovëàisà
austere and minimalistic, while the 
interioràdesignàofàtheàlobbyëàtheàirstà
floor restaurant and the adjacent 
staircase invites the visitor with 
its rich and varied materials, the 
structured ceiling and wall covers; 
the different reflections of light 
against the structured surfaces 
create secluded and intimate 
spaces. The perforated window-
screens and specially designed 
lamps casting the walls with 
graphic patterns further prove 
that lighting was among the 
top considerations in designing 
the interior; graphic design is 
KatjuɶaàKranjcŨsàspeciality.àAllàofàtheà
elements included were designed by 
theàRaketaàStudioàteamàandàmadeà





































The Farewell Chapel on Krašnja Cemetery was built according 
to plans selected in a competition 
in 2005. It was constructed at the 
foot of a slope and is partly cut into 
the terrain. The ground plan and 
the curved walls echo the contours 
of the surroundings. The interior 
curved wall encloses the central 
space and continues towards the 
entrance way into the supporting wall, 
concealing the service spaces (storage 
roomëàlavatoriesëàkitchenetteè.àAàglazedà
partition wall enables communication 
between the interior and the outside 
courtyard entrance. A cross-shaped 
opening in the centre of the grass 
coveredàwalkableàroofëàextendedàoverà
the exterior walls to provide a canopy 







source of natural sunlight in daytime 
and illuminates its surroundings at 
night through integrated lamps. The 
main materials used are polished 
concrete, larch wood, and glass. The 
project won ArchDaily Building of 
the year 2009 Award for Religious 
Buildings and was nominated for the 






Architectural Association. They 
areàbasedàin Ljubljanaëàbutàworkà
internationally (Venice, Graz, Paris, 




The Celjska koča Alpine Hotel stands beside a small Slovene 
skiàslopeàunderàTolstiàvrhëàinàtheà
middle of a forested hilly landscape 
on the southern part of the Celje 
valley. The Hotel, set on an exposed 
natural plateau at altitude 652 
meters, is a unique dominant in the 
mountain landscape. The shape 
of the building with a sun terrace 
onàoneàsideàtakesàintoàaccountàtheà
steep slope that allows unhindered 
panoramic view over the valley, 
especiallyàtowardàtheàrockyàhillà
Grmada. Preserving the view 
guided the design of the interior 
spaces. 
TheàdesignàofàtheàfaȊadeàfollowsà
the principles of construction 
applied in building Slovene barns 
andàhayracksëàstillàinàuseàinàlocalà
villagesëàfeaturingàaàdoubleàfaȊadeà
with an outer transparent layer of 
horizontal laths made of untreated 
larch wood. In 2007, the project 























KSEVT is the headquarters of an eponymous institute, promoting 
researchàinàtheàieldsàofàspaceà
culturalization. It is located in the 
centre of the village Vitanje, the 
birthplace of the spaceflight pioneer 
HermanàPotoȬnikàNoordungàçñ89ò–
1929). The design derives from the 
plans for a habitable wheel, one of the 
three parts of a geostationary space 
stationàdescribedàinàPotoȬnikŨsàbookàThe 
Problem of Space Travel - The Rocket 
Motor from 1929.
The building is a concrete monolith 
consisting of two low cylinders. The 
dynamic relation of the two creates an 
impression of levitation and rotation. 
The central hall and the surrounding 
mainàcorridor-likeàexhibitionàareaàareà







in the middle. The inclined flooring 
createsàaàsensationàofàwalkingàinàaà
space station situated in the outer 
space and echoes a similar solution 
in the Town Museum of Ljubljana, 
designedàbyàɵpelaàVideȬnikàandàRokà
Oman. The smaller cylinder of the 
building with the study and research 
area  can be reached from the highest 
point of the circular exhibition space. 
A part of the rooftop is planted 
with grass, visually connecting the 
architecture with the village and the 
surrounding landscape. The four 
leading studios involved received a 
number of Slovenian national awards 
for their collaboration. They were also 
among the nominees for the Mies 
van der Rohe Award, the EU Prize for 












The Kindergarten, located in a green area close to the modernist 
industrialàsettlementàKidriȬevoà
(founded in the late 1950s) is made 
up of three architectural wings 
enclosing green, tree-lined surfaces. 
The two ground-floor wings intended 
for children of different age groups are 
connected by a multi-purpose space. 
The third wing, housing management 
oficesëàkitchenàandàaàcafeteriaëàisà
geometrically and functionally tied 
to the neighbouring building, the 
BorisàKidriȬàGrammaràSchoolàçtheà
architectsàGregorskiàandàVogelnikà
Saje also designed the school gym 
and playground in 2011).
The Kindergarten interior reveals 
large glazed surfaces enabling visual 
interaction between the interior 
and exterior spaces, as well as 
diverse light effects and imaginative 
solutions of spatial design. The 
playrooms are connected to a 
light-flooded corridor through 
wide, double doors and slides, 
transforming it into additional play 
area; a spray-fountain located in the 
toilet area also provides possibility 
for play.  The whole complex is built 
of different materials, with their 
variety particularly evident in the 
bright and colourful interior. The 
layout is designed to allow further 
partitioning of the spaces, allowing 




Europe’s most important emerging 
young architects and designers 
çūEuropeà40àunderà40Ŭèàinàò0ñ4àbyàtheà
Chicago Aethenaeum Museum of 








TheàáLjudskiàVrtáàStadiumàinàMaribor was built in 1952 
afteràplansàbyàMilanàȫernigojëàwithà
spectator stands added by Boris 
Pipan in 1961. 
The extensive renovation of the 
complex is noted particularly for the 
new spectator stands, built after 
the winning competition proposal 
submittedàunderàtheàūProjectàRingŬà
title. The latter is a good description 
of the architecture. The modern, 
double-glazed stand is shaped as a 
curve encircling the grass from three 
sides. A concrete arch connects it with 
the older stands (on the western part, 
next to Kajuhova ulica) covered by the 
















the old and the new elements. 
The renovation not only increased 
the capacities of the Maribor's 
central stadium (it can now host 
upàtoàñòë4óõàspectatorsèëàbutàalsoà
enriched the cityscape with a new, 
well-designed contemporary sports 
complex. 
Further renovations are currently 
being planned, focusing particularly 
onàdesigningàgymsëàclubàoficesëà
conferenceàhallsàandàoficesàforà
rent in the area below the stands, 































nationalàscholarshipàtoàstudyàatàthe Institut d’Art et 
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